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Preface supervisors 

The Westraven case study, conducted tor Rgd - management, was an interesting one trom the 

perspeelive of goals of education at ADMS. Five ambitieus applicants of our post-Master dagree ADMS 

programme delivered interesting models tor the impravement of saveral important aspects of the design 

process tor the renavalion of the complex project Westraven. These included some highly innovative 

design solutions. 

As a group they analysed the current process of design, ~~s~~ and individually designed, 

models tor impravement of processas tor a) design risks, b) the management of the design, c) integrated 

quality management of the design process, d) innovations tor deelsion making and finally e) proparty 

management versus elient demand. Within the time constraints of 6 months tor the analysis and design of 

models, interesting solutions were developed by the applicants as part of own study process (this being 

!heir second casestudy and the final one befare executing an individual casestudy in practica). 

The solulions presenled in this publication pleased the elient and also pleased us as coaches and 

supervisors of the case-study. 

Our elient Rgd and stakahoider RWS may decide to implament some of the proposed improvements in 

future projects. Some may take more time to imprave because of the changes needed in the project 

culture and processas of cooperaling partners in the ever-ehallenging and hectic design process of 

complex projects like this one. 

As always, there are some ramarks on !he case. lt was a challenge tor the five applicants to find synergy 

between the solutions presented. For instance, the synergy between quality management and 

impravement of design management is hard to !race, although both are closely related to each other. 

However, within the time constraints of the study, nice results are achieved. We hope the elient will be 

interestad in continuing cooperation through ADMS case studies, in which new applicants may build on the 

approaches that have been proposed by !heir colleagues in this study. 

We would like to thank the Rgd and RWS managers, and more specifically Etienne Schoenmaeckers and 

Rob Bootsman tor !heir cooperation and enthusiastic feedback to the applicants and we wish them 

success with !he proposed ideas for impravement and !he possible implementation of !he proposals. 

Allard Kastelein, 

Ad den Otter, 

Rik Schijf. 
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Preface authors 

ADMS Is a postgraduale designers program that is part of the Stan Ackermans lnstitute at the Eindhoven 

Univarsity of Technology. The applicants of the program learn to analyse, design, and to manage complex 

design processes. The knowledge and skilis are improved through both theory and practica during 

education by executlng case studies. This report describes the analysis of a complex project executed by 

the Rijksgebouwendienst (Rgd), !he Govemment Buildings Agency, in the Netherlands. Also it describes 

the models developed by group membars individually. 

We would like to thank the Rgd for the presentatlons, Interviews and materials. Especially we would llke to 

thank Etienne Schoenmaeckers for hls special contrlbutlon through the project. Also we would llke to thank 

all ethers for thelr cooperatlon, predominantly interviews. Finally our gratitude goes to our supervisors of 

ADMS for !heir guldance and advises. 

Eindhoven, January 2005 

Leon Erkelens 

Faissal Kanjaä 

Magdalena Obermair 

Jim Teunizen 

Erik Vrlellng 

Appllcants of ADMS Lichting 9 
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Summary 

Background 

The assignment was to evatuate the design process of Westraven in Utrecht. This design is made by 

Cepezed architacts in cammission of the Dutch Rijksgebouwendienst (Rgd), the Government Buildings 

Agency, and concerns a renovation and new construction of an office building lor Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), 

the Government Hydraulic Engineering Agency. 

The purpose of research was to daliver the elient organisation Rgd a set of management tools and a set of 

implementation suggestions. Each of the live management tools corresponds to a specific research area 

identified in the analysis. 

Methodology 

From the analysis of the process- and project course the good and bad practices led to the definition of 

live research areas. Lilarature was studled in order to find relevant inforrnation for the development of 

management models. In both the analysls and literature phase interviews were held to relate to the 

organlsation of the Rgd. 

1. Design Risks 

The chapter 'Design Risks' is primarily interesting lor projecl managers of the Rgd, who are interestad in 

dealing with risks in the design phase. As a result of the analysis of the Westraven project some points of 

interest have been recognised tor research. One of the interesting research areas was the area of design 

risks. The research question that is formulated concerning this research area is: "In what way can the 

complete range of design risks be structureel, based on rational choices concerning the /ega/ organisatlon 

of the design team?" 

In order to control design risks deal with all these 'problems' in this research is tried to develop a 

framewerk in which the various responsibilities of involved parties are enunciated. Besides, the liabilities of 

parties are set out in the Design Risk Matrix (DRM). The elient now clearly sees which risks a particular 

party controls and which admlnlstratlve maasure in terms of legal optlons can be used to be sure that this 

party is really capable of dealing with that responslbility. Flnally, the Design Risk Matrix is the input -

variabie lor choosing a particular praeurement plan. This is on the basis of rationat thinking and 

dellberating advantages and disadvantages. 

2. lntegrated Quality Management 

The quality management of the Rgd is fragmented and therefore it Is hard to improve the total qualily by 

adjustlng the different quallty systems. In this research a simple model was developed tor rnanaging 

inlegrated quality. This model Is tor the project manager of the Rgd lor rnanaging lntegrated quality in the 

design phase. The quality model gives an overview of the different quality systems (organisation, project 

and product level) and the interaction of these systems. The project manager has to follow a procedure 

and make use of the quality produels in order to manage integrated quality. 
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This quality model makes it possible lor Project department of Rgd to evaluate the lntegrated quality 

management and improving it. The procedure and quality produels are deflned and can be adjusted if 

necessary. However, the quality model is no blueprint and should therefore be seen as a framewerk lor 

the project manager. Also more literale and case study should be done on different qualily systems that 

are available and on critical factors to integrale them. 

3.Improving Design Management 

The impravement of the Rgd design management focuses on !he management of processes. The alm is to 

imprave !he efficiency of !he design team and to imprave the control in the design stage on costs and 

quality. 

~--·~·~·-···· __ ...... ---------------~--------····-----
The set up of the design stage, the control of the design stage and the implementatio;Qtîlltemative 

processas into !he design team are the central issues in structuring !he management of design. These 

issues are further elaborated In the descriptions of the process steps, which are supported by 

recommendations. 

The recommendations lor !he set up and !he control of the design stage are founded primarily on the 

literature of !he management of processes. Recommendations lor !he control of !he design stage are also 

founded on risk manegement lilerature. Two options to intervene in !he course of the design stage are 

given. The first is to adjust the process of the design, the secend is to make adjustments in the unfinished 

results of !he design. 

The implementatlon of the alternalive management Is supported by a recommendation. The suggeslion to 

actively use lndividual promoters to stlmulate planned process lnnovatlons is treated as an inlegral aspect 

of !he set up of design stages. Finally the contlnuous improvement of the set up of a design stage Is a 

point of attention in the improved design management loop. 

The Design Management Support Tooi is presenled as a model that can be used to assist in planning and 

monitoring !he agreements lor the project manager and the design team. Furthermore it can be used to 

plan and monitor !he delegation of managerial responsibilities. 

4. lnnovation: deelsion based on pros and cons 

lnnovation is an important Issue for !he Rgd. As a public body, one of lts misslons is to slimulate innovation 

and to set an example lor the market. lnnovation generally Is accompanled by uncertainties and risiks. The 

pros and the cons of innovative produels need to be clearly delined within construction projects in order to 

make balanced deelslons about applying them. The Pros-Cons MCDA (Multi Criteria Decision Anaiysis) 

represents a framewerk lor the Rgd and lts cllents to get a well-deflned lnslght about the impact of 

applying an lnnovative product. Cernparing the innovation with alternatives from two different points of 

views, !he positive one (Pros MCDA) and the negative one (Cons MCDA) will provide such insight. A list of 

assessment criteria is made, which visualises important aspects lor assessing construction products. 

Relevant criteria are chosen and weighted, based on thelr significanee lor the construction process and 

the project. Especially, criteria influencing the llfecycle costs of a building are important. The innovative 

product and the alternatives are then subsequently scaled on the criteria. Posslble waaknessas and 

uncertainties lor !he construction process and project beoome explicit. The Pros-Cons MCDA is an easy 

and user-friendly tooi. 
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When first applied the weighting of the criteria and the sealing of the options may need some practica in 

order to ensure consistency. The Pros-Cons MCDA can be made on different levels of detail. 

5. Property Managementand Client Demand 

Because of the importance of elient satisfaction the Rgd develops projects in close communication with the 

client. For a large part of the office buildings such an intensive process is not necessary when rather 

standard solutions will satisfy the clients' needs. The goal is to realize a marketabie office building that 

supports the productivity of the end-users. Wilh systematic Post Occupancy Evaluations it is possible to 

tink the speciflc user demand to rather generic solutions known trom other projects. The model focuses on 

the role of the project manager in the Pre Design research. In this model it is hls task, in cooperation with 

the account manager of Front office, to structure the user demand in a way that it is compatible with the 

Post Occupancy Evaluation results. The support matrix is presenled as the instrument to conneet a 

checklist of needed information with six methods of acquiring this information trom the user. Comparison of 

the demand with the generic soluilons shows the generic quality of the demand. 
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Chapter 1 Introduetion 

In commission of the Government Buildings Agency (Rgd} a research was done by a group of ADMS 

(Architectural Design Management Systems). One of the Rgd projects, Westraven, was studied to look at 

the design process in particular in order to find goed and bad practices that would be worthwhila to 

elaborate on. This resulted in live management models to support future projects of !he Rgd that are 

similar to Westraven. 

§ 1.1 Research Metbod 

Start of the research is to get a clear picture of the process- and project development. This results in the 

lormulation of goed- and bad practices, which in turn lead to different research areas to study. These 

studies ferm the basis of !he management models that alm to support the project management of the Rgd '--

in Mure projects. The ligure below shows the three phases of the research. The research areas are 

described in paragraph 2.4.4. following the analysis of the project. 

I 
Process- and 

I project course 
A 

r Research areas Management Models 

~ 

l 
Goed and bad 

I practices 

Flgure 1.1: Plan of Action. 

The broad key question is fermuialed as fellows: 

"In which way can the areas be described within the framework of the Westraven-project conskiering the 

way in which the Rgdoperatas ?" 

The objectives concerning !he research can be lied up wilh solving !he observed points of view. Therefore, 

the following general objeclive for this research project is formulaled: 

"The devetopment of management tools that aim to improve the design process withln Rgd-construction 

projects in such a way that it generates optima/ value. • 

§ 1.1.1 Methodology 

The reguialive cycle of Van Strien as shown in ligure 1.2. is a tooi that is used for problem solving through 

design or redesigning business processas and organizations [Van Aken, 2002, p. 92-93). The reguialive 

cycle as presented in below starts wilh !he problem knot. 



Rgure 1.2: The reguialive cycle of Van Strien. 
Source: Van Aken (2003) 
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From this problem knot a clear problem will be chosen 

and this problem will further be analysed. The Analysis 

gives insight into the problem area, a diagnosis of the 

causes of the problem and delermines the design 

specifications of the possible salution tor the problem. 

The Design entails designing the needed change and 

possibly the change process. The Realisation is the 

actual realisation of lhe design. Finally, the Evaluation 

step examines the result of the design and checks if 

another reguialive cycle has to be antered or that proper 

management can handle the new situation. In this 

research the first tour steps are considered. 

Within research methodology a distinction is made between qualilalive and quantitative research. The 

focus is set on qualilalive data analysis. Particular ideas are discussed and verified with a relatively small 

research population. The applied procedure of approaching the research areas (trom 'coarse' to 'fine') is 

schematically shown in tigure 1.3. In genera!, the procedure of research is: 

Determining the research area: 

The current situation concerning the Westraven project is analysed, leading to the research 

areas. Within each area in-depth interviews are held and specialistliterature is consulted. 

Taking in-depth interviews: 

Interviews in the research area are held with individuals trom the Rgd, RWS, the design team and 

specialists. The chapter on resources lists the interviews. 

Ana/ysing specialist literature: 

The newest developments in construction are examined tor each area. Essential new knowledge 

is applied in the development of the management tools. 

Rgure 1.3: Speciflcatlon of the research. 
Source: lljhuis(1996) 

§ 1.1.2 Research boundaries 

The research is restricted to the design phase of the project and as seen trom the project managers' point 

of view. The differenttools are tuned on the werking procedure of the project manager of the Rgd. 
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§ 1.2 Readers Guide 

The report is written lor the Rgd. Most information from archives and interviews was found there. Because 

the Rgd is regarded as the commissîoner the instruments and proposals are meant to help the 

organlsation of the Rgd. 

The second chapter describes the Westraven project. lt takes the reader brlefly through the history of the 

project and covers saveral relevant topics. These are the ambitions lor the project, the selection of the 

architect, the position of integrated design and the innovations in the project. 

The next live chapters will each cover one of the research areas and the presentation of an instrument lor 

the Rgd. Every chapter roughly follows the same structure, wherein is started with the occasion of 

research. Then the objective of the research is formulated logether with its delineation. The other 

paragraphs will cover the relation of the research area to the Westraven project, !he results from literature 

study and finally the designed model. Every chapter closes with conclusions and recommendations. 

In the back of the report the reader will find the listing of resources. This lncludes lilarature references, 

presentations, Interviews and archives. Also there is a list of abbrevlatlons and an index of keywords. The 

appendices, finally, are numbered in accordance with their raSPeelive chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Analysis of the Westraven project 

This chapter gives a hlstorical sketch of the Westraven project, a description of the various parties 

involved, of the selection of the architect and of the project ltself. 

§ 2.1 Bistory 

In the 1990's the authorities of Utrecht acquired land in the area of the Westraven Transferium. The 

current Westraven-building Is partly sltuated on thls site. lt concerns an office building occupied by 

Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), the Govemment Hydraulic Engineering Agency, and owned by the 

Rijksgebouwendienst (Rgd), the Government Buildings Agency. In 1998 the city council accepted an 

artiele 19 WRQ-procedure lor the realisation of the first phase of the Westraven Transferium. 

Consequently the extension of the Westraven-building with 30.000 square meters office space became 

possible. In January 2000 the Rgd finally decided that the new accommodation would be realised naar the 

Westraven-building. 

The city council also commissioned an initial research lor the feasibility of a fumiture malt in Westraven. 

They stipuialed that the redevelopment of the area would only be successful if it was linked with the 

already existing mali 'Kanaleneiland'. The city council's deelslons gave occasion to draw up the first base 

lor the spatlal foundation of redevelopments, the 'Visie op Hoofdlijnen'. Also the Rgdproject Westraven 

was part of this 'Visie op Hoofdlijnen', because of lts location in the Westraven area This however led to 

difliculties in getting the necessary permits, specifically the 'plan identification': according to the city council 

the plans did nol integrale with city plans of the area. 

The first idea lor the project was to bulid a new office building lor the 'Bouwdienst RWS' and to sell the 

existing high-rise. Then a reorganisation of the RWS was initiated, with the objective to centralise. The 

consequence was the accommodation of other RWS units in Westraven and therefore a changing brief lor 

the project. Within the 'Bouwdienst RWS' in the meanwhile also the information lor the ambition document 

was gathered, concluding that the employees feit attached to the high-rise. The conclusion was the 

deelsion to realise a complex inlegrating the existing high-rise and the new building. 

§ 2.2 Parties 

The Rgd basically uses a standard project organisation schema lor projects. The parties are organised in 

two levels, the steering committee level and the project level (see figure 2.1 ). In less complex projects than 

Westraven nol all the positions are lilled in, so there are fewer parties involved. This paragraph describes 

the most Important parties lor Westraven. 
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Steering Committee Level 

Flgure 2.1: Organlsation diagram of the Westraven project, version 09 d.d. 20-12-2002. 

§ 2.2.1 Rijksgebouwendienst (Rgd) 

The Rgd, the Government Buildings Agency, is the housing- and property management organisation of the 

Dutch Government. The Rgd is responsible tor more than 2.000 objects with roughly 7 million m2 gross 

floor area, of which 5 million m2 is owned and half of which are offices. 

The ambitions of the Rgd are formulated in the annual reports. The main issues are innovation, elient 

satisfaction and effectiveness of the organisation. Since the Rgd is paid through the rents of its clients, it 

aims lor further i nnovation of the services in order to imprave elient satisfaction. At the same time the Rgd 

contributes to the governmental policy concerning urban development, monument care and sustainability, 

realising social objectives. 

The wish to imprave elient satisfaclion resulted recently in the reorganisation of the Rgd into a Front Office 

and a Back Office. The Front Office keeps the direct centacts with the clients; the Back Office supports the 

work of the Front Office. During the feasibility stage, the account manager is responsible lor the translation 

of the demands of the elient into a Program of Requirements (PoR). He or she gels support by the Rgd 

department 'Vastgoed' (real estale management) responsible lor centrolling the long-temn interesis of the 

Rgd as owner of the building. The offer concerning the future rent is founded on the PoR. Based on the 

PoR and the offer, the elient decides to cammission the project. At that moment the project manager takes 

over the responsibility lor the project and the contact with the elient 
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As the Rgd does not produce designs anymore in-house, the selection procedures for the architect (see 

paragraph 2.2) and lhe consultants need to be initiated. The project manager controts mainly the aspects 

time, money and quality, not the detailed work of the design team. Furthermore the project manager 

advises deelslons of the steering committee. The 'Architecten en Adviseurs'-staf (archltects and advlsors) 

of the Rgd control the drawings produced by lhe design team. Also Programme-staft from Rgd are often 

involved In projects, asthereare many subsidy programs potentially applicable. 

§ 2.2.2 Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) 

The Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), the Govemment Hydraulic Engineering Agency, is the governmental 

organlsatlon responsible for designing, realislog and maintaining the Dutch infrastructure. 

Durlng the course of Westraven, a reorganisation was started at the RWS. The RWS was about to change 

into a matrix organisation with the IT -system and facility management centrally controlled, rasuiting in 

physical centralisation of offices. In lhe startlog phase of the project the 'Bouwdienst RWS' (lhe RWS 

building service) was the only Rgdelient in Westraven. Later lt was decided toalso accommodate other 

RWS units in Westraven: lhe intermation centra, !he RWS Head office directorale Utrecht, and ether units. 

Therefore the plans changed from building a separate office block and selling the high-rise building, into 

realising a complex inlegrating the existing and the new building. 

The ambition document for Westraven was the result of the joint efforts of the RWS and the Rgd. An 

inquiry was starled within the RWS to get an impresslon of the intemal ldeas conceming the project. 

Based on this information, two workshop sasslons were held to tormulale the ambitions for Westraven. 

The Rgd supported the process to tormulale the demands of the RWS. The main results were that the 

complex should have a direct link with the waterfront of the canal; the new building should form a complex 

with the existing building; the project should be cost effecilive, but not meaning cheap. The ambition was to 

ereale a landmark and a building with a healthy work environment. 

§ 2.2.3 Design team 

The Dutch architecture studio Cepezed was selected for the design of the project (see paragraph 2.3). 

Both In the processas and technlques Cepezed strlves for lnnovation. In each project they search lor 

posslble innovatlons to implement. Besides the architect, also the consultants are part of the Design 

Team. The consultant for the construction was ABT, for the lnstallalion it was TM advisors, lor the building 

physlcs it was DGMR and for lhe bullding casts ll was BBN. 

The design team works as an auto directlve team, commissloned by the Rgd to deliver an lntegrated 

design. The cammission also lncluded the planning and tuning between the different disciplines, accordlng 

to procedures defined by the Rgd. 

§ 2.2.4 Steering committee 

The steering committee is the body authorised wlthln the project organlsation to deelde most of the 

Important Issues of the project. Important documents and suggestlons are approved or rejected by the 

steering committee. Certaln decislons wlth far golng consequences in terms of money need to be taken 

even at a higher level. In the steering commlttee are representatives of the different ellent's units of the 

RWS, as well a membar of the Rgd department 'Vastgoed'. 
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§ 2.3 Selection of the architect 

The oommission lor an architect to design government buildings has to be put out tor tender by laws and 

regulatlons. The European guideline lor government services (92150/EEG), prescribes the general 

demands on the tender. The Rgd has lts own regulatlons about the execution of the procedures [Rgd, 

2004]. This paragraph describes the procedure in general focussing on the speeltic outcomes and 

peculiarltles of the selection processof the architect lor Westraven. 

By the end of 1999, the procedure to select the architect for Westraven started. The assignment was "to 

make a design tor a tree standing office block next to the existing high-rise building in Westraven, Utrecht~ 

The cammission was formulated by the Rgd logether with the elient RWS. Together with the ambltion 

document, lt represented the starting point lor selecting the architect. The 'Rijksbouwmeester' Wytze 

Patijn, the Government Architect at that time, prepared a shortlist of seven architecture offices based upon 

these documents. The selection exceeded the required minimum of live offices lor state commisslons 

[Rgd, 2004). The saven architecture offices went into competition lor designlog the project. The Rgd 

invited them to present their vision on the project in order to select the architect. As input they used the 

ambition document, the PoR and relevant spatlal elements of the surroundings. 

These presentations were judged by a cammission that was composed by the new Government Architect, 

Jo Coenen. lt consisled of the future users of RWS, an alderwoman of the community of Utrecht, the 

lormal elient and a directer, both of the Rgd. The project manager from the Rgd was also present, as 

stipuialed in the Rgd procedures, in an advisory posltion. 

The presentalions of !he vislens dld nol rasuit in one winner. Hertzog and de Meuren, Switzerland, and 

Cepezed, The Netherlands, remalned In competilion as !heir presenled vislens and the content of the 

materlal were hard to compare. Hertzog and de Meuren were selected as a flnal candldate because of 

their portfolio, thelr werking relallons and !heir specific sultable bullding technique. Cepezed on the other 

hand presenled a vision In close fit wlth the users' ambllions. In April 2001, a multiple cammission lor the 

two offices was written up, to design a schema design tor a freestanding building of 25.000 m2• Half 

September the cammission was extended, due to major plan changes trom the future users. The 

architacts were now asked lor a design, inlegrating the existlng high-rise building and the new office block.. 

The selection on the schema designs was made in November 2001 by the judging commisslon. The 

decisive criteria for the outcoma were the financlal control, the usablllty of the floer area and the potential 

tor an integrated design. Furthermore the greater transparency of the suggested design solution and the 

better posslblllties lor communication with the architacts contributed to choosing the design of Cepezed. 

The total procedure for selectlng !he architect look about a year, conslderably longer than usual. This was 

nol probiernatie to the elient because of internal organisationa! uncertainties. He also staled clear!y to be 

satisfied by the final choice. Al that moment the scheme design was worked out well enough to make a 

swift start with the pre!iminary design stage. Therefore some time was gained beek again. 
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§ 2.4 Project 

The complex consists of a new office bleek inlegrating the existing high-rise office building. The high-rise is 

presently occupied by !he 'Bouwdienst' of RWS and needs to be renovated. 

§ 2.4.1 Integrated design 

One of the focuses of !he Rgd is to offer integrated services, like an integrated design. Rgd and RWS 

made an integrated PoR in December 2001. The steering committee approved it in February 2002. The 

PoR contained !he ideas fermuialed in !he ambition document and hence formed the base lor the design. 

Thus the membars of the design team had to ex1end over the boundaries of !heir own specialty to come 

with integrated solutions. 

To support integrated design different tools were used to facilitate the communication of the design team, 

A digital document system, File2Share, was used to exchange data. The purpose of this system is to 

archive actual project data digitally on one central location. An intermation matrix was used to delermine 

when one party needed to provide what information, to which ether parties. The location of the intermation 

is also defined in the matrix. A communication plan organised the communication with !he project 

environment, the future users, other governmental institutions and !he internar organisation of the Rgd. 

The quality of !he integrated design is described in !he integrated PoR. The different designs of !he 

specialists are checked on base of this document. The design team has !he responsibility lor the 

inlegration of the different disciplines and the Rgd monitors and evaluates it. 

§ 2.4.2 Innovation 

The major parties involved in Westraven (Rgd, RWS and Cepezed) 

are known as activa innovators. The Rgd slimuiales innovation to 

realise the constnuction policy and vision of the Dutch government 

and to provide examples to other parties. Various subsidy 

programmes support the development of new promising techniques 

with public value; e.g. the 'Programma Innovatieve Technieken' 

sustains the C02-reduction of buildings [see chapter 6]. lnnovation 

is also an important goal lor the RWS in !heir projects (public 

transport, public works and water-management), as well as in their 

buildings. Cepezed is an architect, fameus lor often initiating non

Frgure 2.2: Rendering of the façade of standard solutions and developing them in collaboration with 

Westraven. producers. 

Many innovative techniques will be realised in Westraven, like the 'façade tissue', the 'wing-floor', the light 

system 'Carpe Diem' and flexible werking places. One lunetion of the 'façade-tissue' is to proteet the 

façade trom the wind. Also higher stories wiJl be able to open the windows and get fresh air. The tissue 

fulfils the addiUonal jobs of the awning. Furthermore it ereales a elimate regulating buffer zone between the 

glass façade and the environment. As that reduces the CO:!-emmission of the building, 'Programma 

Innovatieve Technieken' subsidised the development and tests of the façade tissue. 

Biolio\i ;t.;ei 
TU Elndhoven 
Postbus 901 59 
5600 RM Eindhoven 
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The solution is suggested by Cepezed in order to lullil the elimate specilications of the RWS in the PoR of 

Westraven (see ligure 2.2). 

The 'wing-floor' integrates the instaHalion and the construction of Westraven, within a minimal construction 

height. For this he collaboration of all the membars of the design team was necessary (see ligure 2.3). 

Layer of cork lor acoustical isOI.atlon . 

Flgure 2.3: Sectlon of floor In Westraven: the lnnovative wing-floor and façade. 

The number of applied innovations in Westraven contributes to the complexity of the project. The 

development of innovative techniques is mostly an interdisciplinary task. Often nol only the membars of 

the design team are involved, but also external parties. Good information and communication are essential 

lor the results. The development Irajeetory lor innovations takes olten more time than expected. Therelore 

the right timing lor the initiatien of i nnovation Is essentiallor the construction project. 

§ 2.5 Main issues of Westraven and research areas 

The analysis of the Westraven design stage gave insight in a complex project organised by the Rgd. The 

organisation diagram gives an impression about the number of stakeholders and parties involved with the 

project. Soma typical issues arise because of the Rgd being a public body serving public bodies. 

Accommodation needs are influenced by politica! decisions of the Dutch govemment. Also many 

procedures and laws to guarantee accountability and transparency need to be complied with. 

The Rgd selacts and contracts all of them separately according set rules. Traditionally the architect gels 

the responsibility lor the coordination of the various parties. The question whether all the parties are 

sufficiently insured to reeover eventual damages caused by design mistakes, has led to the research area 

'Design Risks'. (Chapter 3) 

The cammission to the different parties was to collaborale to produce an integrated design. Procedures 

were prescribed and tools were put at the design team's deposal to ensure that. The research area 

'lntegrated Quality Managemenf developed a tooi lor the Rgd to control the inlegration of the delivered 

design. (Chapter 4) 
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Complex projects depend much on the performance of design teams. The demand of the Rgd lor an 

integrated design and the numerous innovative proposals by the design team increased the complexity of 

the project which stipuiales the question how to manage the performance of the design team best. 

Therefore the research area 'lmproving Design Management' was chosen. (Chapter 5) 

The elient wanled a landmark, including many proposed innovative solutions. The Rgd slimuiatas the 

appHcatlon of innovalive produels in public buikfings aclively. The research area 'lnnovation: deelsion 

based on pros en cons' examines the consequences of innovative products. (Chapter 6) 

Client satisfaclion is an important issue lor the Rgd. The ambition formulated by the RWS represented the 

base lor the integrated PoR and lor the design of Westraven. On the other hand the Rgd has its own long

term real estale Interests when realising build!ngs. In 'Property managementand elient demand' a model is 

presenled to optimise this situation. (Chapler 7) 
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Chapter 3 Design risks 

Jim Teunizen 

§ 3.1 Introduetion 

Nowadays risk management Is one of the key factors in cantrolling projects concemlng time, casts and 

quality. In genera!, risk management is executed by the project manager at the beginning of the project 

and before every important stage of the project. All project management oompanles use the RISMAN· 

methad or an adapted one. Nevertheless, the focus with risk management is mostly on the execution 

stage and less on the various sub stages in the design process. In the design stage responsibilities are 111 

deflned and designers are fittie liable, when things go wrong. This research deals with design risk 

management in relation to procuring services, llke a design. 

§ 3.1.1 Occasion 

The occasion of !hls research is double sided. The first point of view is market oriented, whereas the other 

point of view is more project oriented. 

Market oriented occasion 

Every year in The Netherlands between two and live biltion Euros Is spent on building construction industry 

!allures. Thai oorresponds to live to ten percent of the total Dutch building construction turnover [Kooij, 

2001]. Fallure casts emerge at any level in the construction industry. One clear definition of failure casts is: 

"all casts that have been made with regard to the end product and are aresult of avoidabie failure. • Fallure 

casts can arise because of three reasons: 1) the whole construction process is inefficient, 2) the final 

product is dissimlier to the agreed quality requirements and 3) aspects need to be fixed or replaced 

[hnp://www.bouwbeter.nl]. 

The Cobouw-article 'Werkgroep op zoek naar gaten in bouwpraklijk" assumes that most of these fallure 

costs originate in !he design phase and not in the construction phase. About seventy percent of 

construction errors een be attributed to the design phase. Regarding this topic, the former govemment 

architect Jo Coenen postulales that the responsibilities of the architect are often reduced. He assumes that 

in many projects the elient transfers !he responsibilities to contractors or management firms during the 

project. One of the raasons tor that is that clients want to procure work and services for the right price and 

quality. A trend is visible that the architect is only present in the first phases of !he construction process. 

Another interesting topic when analysing lalJure costs concerns the way in which parties deal with design 

risks in the whole design process from definition to the tender documentation and drawings. With regard to 

!hls topic !he appearance of the DNR 2004 (De Nieuwe Regeling 2004) is very important. What is the role 

of the DNR 2004 in the whole design process in relation to the responsibilities of the architect and other 

advisors? 
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Project orieoted occasion 

In the case of Westraven project the aim of the total project is the development of approximately 53.700 m2 

gross floor area The newly developed and renovated building offers accommodation to the Bouwdienst, 

Directie Utrecht of the RWS, the Mobilion and a strategie reserve tor the head office of the RWS. The Rgd, 

as developer of almost all governmental construction projects, realised an extra 12.000 m2 GFA tor the 

accommodation of future users. They take the risk that the future needs of the customers may nol match 

the current accommodalion pattern. How do they deal with these demand specification risks and how do 

they control them? And how do they react to the changing organisation of Mi nistrias as a rasuit of national 

govemmental decisions? 

Furthermore, the architect and other advisors have individually been contracted on the basis of the SR 

1997 and the RVOI 2001. Because many parties are involved in the design process, the project manager 

of the Rgd is flocded with many contracts. Conceming Westraven the project manager of the Rgd made 

agreements with the parlies as mentioned in chapter 1. 

Tradilîonally, the architect has been the leader of the design team. Hls relalionship with the Cllent is, in 

genera!, govemed by the contract between them. In most cases, the terms of the contract are those of the 

BNA's Standaard Voerwaarden 1997 (SR 1997), but in the case of the Rgd the ABA'97-SR and ABA'96-

RVOI are mostly used. In artiele 9, paragraph 1, of the architects' agreement the coordinatlon of the design 

team is assigned to the architect. Cepezed is in charge of the design team and fully responsible for the 

coordinatlon of the varlous partles. The architect looks aftar adequate professional llablllty lnsurance. In 

the archltect's agreement a condition aboutthis insurance is included: 

Artiele 9, paragraph 1, sub 1: 

" The professlonalllablllty insurance must cover damages, which arise because of !allures made by the archltecl, loran 

lnsured sum of money pereventof at least € 680.670,-.' 

However, is this insured sum of money sufficient lor reeoverlog the damages and in which way is the right 

of redress arranged? Do the architect and advisors take out enough insurance and hand over bank 

guarantees? Answer to these questlons wlll be given in paragraph 3.3.4. 

Now that !he problem knot has been outllned the next step in the reguialive cycle is choosing a problem. 

§ 3.1.2 Problem deftnition 

The summarisact aspects, which can be drawn from the market and project oriented occasion, are: 

• Seventy percent of construction errors orlginate trom actlvities taken place in the design phase. 

All these actlvities lead to high failure costs; 

• A cross.fertilisation of management and design tasks is slimuialed with the Introduetion of the 

DNR 2004. Working with these new termsof contract can lead to more disputes about who is 

responsible and liable for specific tasks; 

• The project manager of the Rgd controls design risks, like demand specification risks and 

cocrdination risks, on the basis of previous experience in projects. The Rgd does nol have a 

management loci for rationally maklng deelslons concernlog the distribution of design risks to 

varlous parties. 
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In summary, all above-mentioneel aspects ask for a more structureel way of cantrolling design risks. 

Especially the distributîon of responsibilitîes and liabilitîes between parties in the design process is a 

critica! success factor tor successfully finalising a project. 

§ 3.1.3 Objective 

The objectives of the research can be tied up with solving the observed aspects. Therefore, the following 

objectives can be applied to this research: 

1. Developing a risk management looi, which attributes the complete range of design risks and their 

joined responsibilities and liabilities to the appropriate parties invalveel in !he design process. 

2. Making rational choices concerning the distribution of design risks and the deterrnination of the 

legal organisation of the design team. 

§ 3.1.4 Research questions 

In !hls research well-defined points of view are postulateel. They constitute !he groundwork on which the 

research is executeel. The maln research questîon is: 

"In what way can the complete range of design risks be structured, based on rationat choic6s conceming 

the /ega/ organisetion of the design team?" 

The main research question can be dlvided into two research questlons. These sub questions reprasent 

the analysis and (re)design phase in the reguialive cycle. The sub questions are: 

1. What kind of design risks can be dlstinguished, which party is most capable of dealing with the 

responslbility and liability and in what way can these design risks be structured? 

2. In what way can design risks be incorporated in the legal organisation of a design team? 

§ 3.1.5 Delineation of the research 

The presumptions and restrictions that are appllcable and necessary for accomplishment of the research 

and for answering the research questions are mentioneel below. The delineation is made with regard to the 

view of the problem. 

First, !he process of design and construction is divideel into stages, common to all projects, baseel on key 

authorisation mlleslones needed trom !he elient Across all stages of !he project there are four maln 

streams of activity that intarrelate through !he ellent's declsion-making process: brief, concepts & schema, 

engineering and construction [Gray, 2001, p. 42-43]. This research focuses on the second and third 

aclivity and more speeltic on the following tour work stages: definition and schema design, preliminary 

design, final design and tender docurnentation and drawings (specifications and pricing). 

Secondly, design is primarily an lndividual task with the whole projeet's design becoming a combination of 

the motivation and expresslons of many individuals. The separate membars of the project team from many 

different directlans also view the design and, in particular, with regard to how well it will accommodate !heir 

own neeels, Interests and wishes. In !hls process the project manager has to manage all the design risks. 

That is why the result of the research is a management tooi, which is addresseel to the project manager of 

the Rgd. 
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Finally, the research focuses on commercial and industrial building. The Rgd develops almast all buildings 

lor the ministries of the central government. One exception is the accommodation of the Ministry of 

Defence. 

§ 3.1.6 Outline 

In the first paragraph an introduetion is given on the research topic and the background of the problem 

definition. Paragraph two gives insight in a decision-making model for procuring works in civil engineering 

projects. In this research the model is adapted to the situation where the Rgd procures designs in the 

commercial and non-residentlal building. Paragraph three consists of a literature study on risk analysis 

focussing on design risk and ways of cantrolling these risks. Furthermore, the issues responsibility, liability 

and the DNR 2004 are discussed. Paragraph four gives in seven steps the current way of dealing with 

risks by the Rgd. Paragraph five is the most important part, because it describes Design Risk Matrix 

(DRM). DRM is a risk management tooi for clarifying responsibilities and liabilities for particular selected 

design risks and the possible administrative measures. Then, in paragraph six, the preeurement plan is 

discussed and finally conclusions and recommendations are given. 

§ 3.2 Decision-making model for procurement 

Recently, the RWS developed a decision-making model, which can structure the ellent's thoughts when 

making clear and unambiguous decisions about preeurement Besides, the model aims at reaching a 

transparent distribution of roles, responsibilities and risks with market parties. 

At this moment the policy of the government lorces the elient to make apparent choices about preeurement 

and think of new ways to tender construction projects. Figure 3.1 shows the decision-making model for 

preeurement There are two main raasons for using a decision-making model for choosing a preeurement 

process. Firstly, the model can be used as a reference, when making rationat ahoices about the aspects 

involving the preeurement plan. Secondly, the model can be used to find the most appropriate combination 

of aspects. In conclusion, the model ciarifles a particular constitution of choices concerning the 

preeurement plan and tries to show the critica! success factors when centrolling contracts. A description of 

the model is given in appendix 3.1. 

Primarily, the decision-making model focuses on the preeurement of works in civil engineering projects. In 

this research the model will be used as input variabie for a procedure aimed at procuring services (design) 

in commercial and industrial building. The focus in this research is on the 'Design Risk Analysis & 

administrative measures'-box and 'Procurement Plan'-box. In ligure 3.1 the decision-making model lor 

procuring a design is given. 

However, befere adapting the modelfora 'design procurement'-situation more research is doneon risk 

management and in particular on design risks and related administrative measures. This information is 

necessary for oomplating the 'Design Risk Analysis & administrative measures'-box. 
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Flgure 3.1: Decislon·making model lor procuring design. 
Interpretatie van: Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat (2002) 

§ 3.3 Analysis: literature on design risks and administrative measures 

The purpose of this paragraph is to outline the major areas of risk in the design process. Soma methods of 

dealing with these design risks are also examined. The apportionment of risk leads to a consideration of 

contract structure and praeurement strategy including the important issue of deciding which form of 

contract to use. A part of the praeurement plan is discussed in paragraph 3.6. 

This phase of the decision-making model lor procuring design deals with a Design Risk Analysis on the 

basis of the praeurement framework. The starting point is the werking hypothesis, which lormulales the 

objectives of the procuremenl. In this research !he werking hypothesis is "procuring one design". 

§ 3.3.1 Understanding risk in the design process 

Clearly, contractual risk has to do wilh what happens when soma mischance occurs. According to 

Murphy's Law, if a !hing can go wrong, it will go wrong. Although this is usually maant as a joke, il does 

have a serieus place in any consideration of contractual risk. 11 is hoped that befare the mischance occurs 

someone has predieled it in soma way. Predietiens will estimate the likely magnitude of cos! and the 

statistica! probability of i! happening. The point about contractual risk is lhat, if one is repeatedly involved in 

construction, anything thal can go wrong eventually wil/. This is Murphy's Law applied to construction 

[Murdoch & Hughes, p. 7]. 

Risk is defined as (noun) hazard, danger, chance of /oss or injury, the degree of probability of loss ... (verb 

transitive) to expose to risk, endanger; to incur the chance of an unfortunate consequence by some action 

[Schwarz, 1993]. A variety of other definitions of risk can be found in risk management literature. Most of 

these definitions emphasise the uncertainty in relation to the result. Accordingly, il involves uncertain 

deviations. 

The extension of the deviation will become smaller, as the documentation during the construction process 

evolve. In other words at the beginning of the construction process the risks are highest and at the end lhe 

risks have been reduced toa minimum. In ligure 3.2 the risk level versus time is expounded. 
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11 12 llme 

Flgure 3.2: Decline of risks during lhe project because of adm. measures. 
Soun:e: Stichting Bouwresearch (1998) 

So far, the general risk topic is discussed, but a substantial factor in the definition of design risks is still 

missing. In this research the following definition wiJl be used. Designs risks are the factors, situat/ons or 

occasions, whfch can arise during the design process, and have a negative influence on the successtuf 

realisat/on of the project objectives (scope, time, money and quality). 

In general all the parties involved in the design process have the same project objectives, but !heir 

Interests can differ. The Interests of the elient vary in comparison with those of the architect, advisor or 

contractor. The same train of thought can be applied to the experience with design risks. Parties have 

different points of view concernlog risks and opportunities. A large risk for one party can be an opportunity 

for another. Thafs why the risk analyses of various partles are not the same. In the next paragraph 

typologies of risk are enumerated and uniled in one design risk typology. 

§ 3.3.2 Design risk typology 

Design risks can be categorised in different ways, e.g. according to controllability, predictability or project 

relevance. In the risk management literature different standards have been developed. The following 

general risk typologies can be distinguished: 

• lntemal versus external risks [Stichting Bouwresearch, 1998; Tijhuis, 1996; Latham, 1994); 

The Project Management lnstitute (1996) defines these risks as follows: "lnternal risks are thlngs 

that the project team can control or influence, such as staff assignments and cost estlmates. 

Extemal risks are things beyond the control or influence of the project team, such as market shifts 

or govemment act/on. • Latham distinguishes fundamental, pure, particular and speculalive risks 

as external risks. 

• Compliant versus non-compliant risks [Tijhuis, 1995]; 

Tijhuis makes a distinction between compliant risks and non-compliant risks. The first category 

consiste of risks concernlog applled technology, environment, time, quality, price (cash flow), 

information, organisation, political approval and participation of the community. The second 

category is non-compliant and contains inflation, interest, economy, market mechanism and 

disasters. 
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• Inherent vsrsus artificial risks; 

Inherent risks are institutionalised in the goal and nature of the project. Project parties are 

responsible lor various risks, because of !heir specific role withln the project. 

Artificial risks result from mutual relationships between project parties and attempts of other 

parties to discard particular risks without having a rational basis. Some examples of artificial risks 

are unclear contract arrangements causlng bad communlcation wlthln the project team, failure to 

comply with liabilities or bad coordination. 

• The 'seven specs' of RISMAN [Wijnen, e.a., 2001; Van der Does de Bye, e.a., 1999]; 

Three different points of view can be dlscerned with regard to the RISMAN-method. Firstly, the 

method prescribes seven aspects: politlcal/admlnistrative, financial/economical, legal, 

organisational, social, technica! and spatlal aspects. Secondly, stakeholders are important, 

because they can influence the project in one or another way. Finally, the last point of view to 

risks is a combination of the seven aspects with the stakeholders. A matrix can be drawn up. 

• The transaction oost theory of Williamson [ADMS, 1998; Oerlemans, 1996]; 

From the transaction oost theory of Williamson general risks of collaboration can be derived. The 

theory distinguishes risks as a consequence of three (human) behavioural factors: bounded 

rationality, opportunlsm and mutual dependency of parties. 

• Product vsrsus process risks [CUR Risnet, 2003]; 

The first category consists of product risks, whlch threat the quality of the product of the design 

process, the design itself. The second category consists of process risks. These risks occur within 

the organisalion of the design process. 

§ 3.3.3 Deallng with design risks in particular 

There is a common misconception that everyone wishes to avoiel risk. Uncertainty is indeed a problem, but 

the aim of engaging in construction Is to take calculated risks. The lile-blood of any business Is to make 

money by deallng wlth the risks that ethers do not want to bear. Therefore, rather than shy from them, we 

must make risks explicit so that rationat commercial deelslons can be made about who should carry them. 

Murdoch and Hughes (2001) distinguish three stages in the processof dealing with contractual risks: 

• ldentify the risks: The list (see Appendix 3.3) exemplifies the types of risk that may occur. This is 

a useful prellminary checklist lor promoting discussion about these risks that may be Important in 

a project. ldentification of risk must be linked to a clear statement of the ellent's priorities tor a 

project; 

• Analyse the risks: The secend step in the process is to analyse and quantify each of the risks, in 

terms of likely frequency of occurrence, likely severity of impact and the range of posslble values 

in terms of minima, maxima and medians lor each of these aspects; 

• Respond to the risks: The final step is to deelde who is best placed to manage a risk. Watch out: 

any deelsion about passing risks to ethers must involve walghing up the frequency of occurrence 

against the level of premium paid lor the transfer. Besides, it is also important to consider the 

extent to which parties can control the risk. 

Now, the range of possible responses to ccntractual risks is eensidared in more detail. The oholee lies 

between transfer, acceptance, avoidanee or insurance of risk or even doing nothing. These options are 

shortiy discussed next. 
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• Transfer of risks: Risks are inevitable and cannot be eliminated. They can, however, be 

transferred. The transfer of a risk should usually involve a premium. The transfer of risk is 

achieved through appropriate wording in the clauses of a contract. lt is absolutely fundamental to 

any study of building contracts to understand that contractual clauses are intended to transfer 

risks. As a general principle, it is unwise to try to pass to design parties a risk that is difficult to 

assess. Conscientious and skilied parties will increase their prices to deal with them or insart 

qualifications intheir bids to avoid them; 

• Acceptsnee of risks: Clients should avoid imposing undue or unbalanced risks on to other design 

parties. 11 is nol good business practica to try to steal an advantage over the other party in this 

way. lt may be possible in the short term to lay of! a risk on to someone else without having to 

pay a premium lor it. In the long term, however, someone will have to pay. There are many risks 

that should lay with the elient 11 none of the project parties can control or mitigate the risk, it is 

unwise to assign that risk to them. Any explicit transfer will carry a huge premium. The elient 

should also carry highly unpredictable and poorly delined risks because the alternative will be 

tenders that are so inflated as to be unacceptable; 

• Avoidanee of risks: Once the risks have been identified and considered, it may be decided that 

some risks are simply unacceptable. Their explicit definition may persuade the elient that the 

building project should be redefined or even abandoned. By examining the funding limits of a 

project and the range of possible outeernes of some of the more likely risks, the feasibility of a 

project may be compromised; 

• lnsuring against risks: lnsurance is an option in some situations. Saveral risks can be insured and 

most of the standard-form contracts insist on certain types of insurance. The actual insurance 

needed lor any particular project should be eensidared very carefully. Advisors and consultants 

will usually take out professional indemnity insurance, to cover themselves and their clients 

against risk of failure to perferm the duties with the requisite level of skill and care; 

• Doing nothing about risks: lt frequently happens that none of the project team membars considers 

the risks at the outset of a project. 11 a elient is poorly advised and advisors fail to appreciate the 

level and disposition of risks, the eventual occurrence of disasters takes everyone by surprise. 

Such a situation can rapidly lead to disputes and claims when problems arise. 

§ 3.3.4 Responsibility, liability and the DNR 2004 

One of the primary functions of a contract is to alleeale risks to one or ether of the parties. This may be 

done by providing that one party (X) shall be lisbie to the other (Y) if a particular kind of loss or damage 

occurs, thus placing the risk of that loss or damage on X. lt occurs equally under a provision that X shall 

not be liable toY lor a particular kind of loss, since this effectively places the risk of that kind of loss on Y. 

In the enormous size of some of these design risks in financial terms, it is obvious that the party to whom a 

risk is allocated may want to cover it by means of insurance. What is nol so obvious, however, is that a 

party to whom a risk has notbeen allocated may still insist on insurance backing lor that risk This is simply 

because, while the contract may say lor instanee that the architect shall be liable lor the elient lor certain 

kinds of damage, the clienfs right to sue the architect will be of liltie use if the architect cannot afford to 

pay any damaged awarded. A Dutch saying is: "Van een kale kip valt niet te plukken.· In such 

circumstances, the elient will only be proteeled if the architect has either liability insurance or a guarantee 

of performance. 
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Insurance 

Under a liability insurance policy, an insurer undertakes that, if the insured person (the 'client') bacomes 

legally liable to someone else (the 'victim'), the insurer will indemnify the elient against damages ancHegal 

costs, which become payable. By contrast, under a loss insurance policy, the insured person is entitled to 

be compensated by the insurers lor loss and darnaga which that person has suffered, whether this is 

caused accidentally or by someone else's negligence. Such a policy may even provide cover in respect of 

loss or darnaga caused by the insured persen's own negligence, although this is somelimes excluded or 

restricted by special terms in the policy. 

Examples of liability insurance commonly found in the context of building construction include professional 

indemnity policies lor architacts and consultants. What must be clearly understood is that, where an 

insurance policy is of this kind, the insurer's legal duty isowed to the elient and not to the 'victim'. lndeed, 

the insurer is in theory not responsible at all until the insured person has actually been held liable to the 

victim by a courtor arbitrator. 

Guarantee 

A bond or guarantee is an arrangement under which the performance of a contractual duty owed by one 

person (A) to another (B) is backed up by a third party (C). What happens is that C promises to pay B a 

sum of money if A fails to lullil the relevant duty. In this context A is commonly known as the principal 

debtor or simply principal; B is called the beneficiary; and C is called the bondsman or guarantor. 

In the construction industry, such back up is likely to come trom one of two sou rees. First, there are parent 

company guarantees, under which the contractual performance of one company within a corporale group 

is underwritten by other membars of the group. The undoubted importance of such guarantees derives 

trom the combination of two factors: 

• Many companies oparating within the construction industry are seriously under-capitalised, 

despita Iorming part of a financially stabie corporale group; 

• Dutch law does not treat a parent company as responsible lor the debts of its subsidiaries, unless 

such responsibility is expressly taken on. 

The second type of proteetion against contractual failure consists of bonds, which are normally provided 

(at a price) by a financial institution such as a bank or an insurance company. Some organisations have 

specialised in bonds lor the construction industry. 

Liability in tort for negligence 

The possibility of bringing an action in the lort of negliganee is important in the construction context in two 

distinct situations. The lirst is where there is no contract between the party who has suffered loss and the 

party who caused that loss. In the case of Westraven project claims can arise between the occupant, 

Rijkswaterstaat, and lor example the architect Cepezed. The second situation in which negliganee 

bacomes relevant is where the parties are linked by a contract, but the claimani sees an advantage in 

framing the claim in lort. 
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In practical terrns, the most important difference between contract and tort that might prompt such a choice 

is undoubtedly the different time periods within which each type of claim must be brought if it is not to be 

statute-barred. 

De Nieuwe Regeling 2004 (DNR 2004) 

The occasion of the introduetion of the DNR 2004 is related to the aarlier collaboration of various 

disciplines in the construction process to come to an integrated design. Tasks like design, consultancy and 

management are interrelated and nol just one party is able to control a particular task. Thai is why, there is 

support for one unambiguous document replacing all others: the general conditions of both the architect 

and engineer. The DNR 2004 arranges the same aspects as the SR 1997 and the RVOI 200, but is more 

focused on the integrated . design. Within the general conditloos a division is made in phases: 

lnitiative/Feasibility (1), Project Definition (2), Schema Design (3), Preliminary Design (4), Final Design (5), 

Tender Documentation and Drawings (6), Pricing and Contractlog (7), Realisation (8) and Maintenance 

(9). Besides, within these phases various task types can be distinguished: Commissionlog (1 ), 

Programming (2), Designing (3), Managing (4) and Cantrolling (5). 

In accordance with this research the 'integrated contract', which is new in the DNR 2004, can be very 

important. The DNR 2004 gives the possibility to bring all the design actlvities tagether in one agreement. 

There are various opportunities of procuring knowledge trom advisors: 

• The elient can agree on the basisofan 'integrated contract'; 

• The elient can individually agree with all the parties involved in the design process; 

• The elient can agree with one party, who subcontracts all the other advisors on the basis of the 

DNR2004. 

As you can imagine, these varianis have further effects concerning the distribution of responsibilities and 

liabilities between the parties involved in the design process. In paragraph 3.6 the praeurement of design 

is analysed by picturing the advantages and disadvantages of the above-mentioned variants. Besides, in 

that paragraph solutions will be given tor the reduced liability topic. In what way can the elient try to reduce 

the risk that the architect or advisors cannot pay their damages as a result of occurred design risks? 

§ 3.4 Analysis: risk management in practice within the Rgd 

This paragraph gives insight in the way the Rgd is presently dealing with risks in general. The Rgd-method 

of risk analysis consists of saven main steps [Rgd, 1997]. The project manager has to control the method, 

somelimes in accordance with the project team. The following steps with sub questions can be 

distinguished: 

• Step 1: To delermine the goal of the risk analysis; 

• Step 2: To identify the most relevant risks: 

2.1: "What can go wrong?~ 

2.2: ''What is the exact result of the activities that go wrongr, 

• Step 3: To value risks: 

3.1: "What is the probability of occurrence of the risk?": 

The next two criteria have to be used to answer this question: the chance the risk occurs (1) and 

the gravity of the effecVresult (2). The project manager of the Rgd values both criteria (see tigure 
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3.3a & 3.3b) and analyses the result with the help of the risk curve. With this tooi, 11 is possible of 

a typical risk to be 'Annoying', 'Prejudicial' or 'Fatale'. 

3.2: 'What eausas the problem?~ 

3.3: "How like/y are these causes?" 

• Step 4: To develop risk strategies and make a choice tor one strategy; 

• Step 5: To apply the chosen risk strategy; 

• Step 6: To quantity !he remaining risks; 

• Step 7: To support and follow-up (sart of evaluation). 

Flgure 3.3a & b: Risk occurrence and gravlty of effect. 
Source: Rgd (1997) 

Especially, step three is very interesting lor this research, because risks are valued and !heir impact is 

estimated in a quite simplistic way. The project manager is responsible (with or without the project team) 

tor valuing !he risks by estimating !heir chance and effect. The Design Risk Matrix as described in the next 

paragraph shows another approach of valuing design risks. 

§ 3.5 Designing the Design Risk Matrix 

§ 3.5.1 Introduetion 

In this paragraph lhe design of a management tooi is created within the context of design risks. The 

management tooithal will be explained is called the 'Design Risk Matrix (DRM)'. The matrix deals with the 

following questions: 

Which design risks can be distinguished in the four design phases as defined in paragraph 3. 1.6 

(column 1) ?~ 

'What is the chance and effect of appearing of these design risks (column 2) ?"; 

Which party can in conformity with the general conditions be responsible for a design risk 

(column 3) and where in the DNR 2004 or ABA '97 RVO/ is this arranged? (column 4)"; 

Which party is responsible in the current project (column 5)?"; 

"In what way does the Rgdtry to control the design risks (column 6)?"; 

• What is the liability of a party for an occurring event in terms of money (see contract, general 

conditions) and in what way is this party able to pay for damages (column 7)?~ 

The DRM can be realised by answering and structuring the above-tabled questions in a matrix. 
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§ 3.5.2 Column 1: ldentifying design risks 

In tigure 3.4 three ways of gatharing information, to identify design risks, are separately presented. Firstly, 

design risks are explored by interviewing internal Rgd-parties, who are involved in Rgd-projects. In this 

case tour parties have been Interviawed on the topic 'design risks'. The results are shown in Appendix 3.2. 

Secondly, ether stakeholders, like the architect and engineers involved in the Westraven project, are 

questioned on design risks. The results are also given in Appendix 3.2. Finally, the information-gathering 

on design risks is compieled by doing a detailed lilarature study1• 

ldént:ify design risks Analysa design risks Respond to design 
(Convarga to most risks 

lrnportanc ones) 

Flgure 3.4: lnformation gatharing & 'risk steps'. 

Alter identifying design risks the following step is to analyse these design risks and try to converga them 

into categories. The focus in lhis research is on the distinction between product and process risks in 

relation to the saven specs of Risman. Besides, the design risks, product and process, are categorised in 

the tour design phases as mentioned in paragraph 3.1.6. The selection of the design risks occurs on the 

basis of the number of times they have been mentioned in the Rgd-interviews, stakahoider-interviews and 

lilarature study. Finally, the interpretation of these interviews is also very important and some additional 

intermation is added. In Appendix 3.3 the selected design risks are put in column 1. lf the project manager 

of the Rgd thinks ether design risks are also very important tor that particular kind of project, then these 

design riskscan be added to the list as well. 

§ 3.5.3 Column 2: Chance and effect of design risks 

The method of visualising the chance and effect of design risks is al ready explained in paragraph 3.4. This 

Method is also used in the DRM in column 2. The project manager has to value the chance (0-4) and the 

effect (0-4) that the design risk will occur in the next phase of the designprocessor project. 

§ 3.5.4 Column 3-5: Responsible parties in general and legal basis 

Actor analysis of a project 

The actor analysis consists of a list of parties involved in !he design process. This analysis clearly 

visualises which party perfarms a particular role . Besides, the list needs to be exhaustive. Every role is 

represented by particular individuals or has concerned parties or organisations attached. This makes the 

analysis more powertul and simple. 

1 The lijsrature study consisled of the following sou rees: RISMAN (2001 ), Berenschot (2001 ), PRC (2002), ADMS 
(1998), CUR-Risnet (2003) , SBR (1998), E. Gehner (2003) , Makldnga (1995), Internat Rgd-documents like quallty 
handbook, standard project plan 2003, A&A-checklist and DNR 2004. 
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The list of involved parties is divided in the following leur segments: 

• Parties with final responsibility about strategy and control ol I he project; 

Suppliers of capacity, particularly the persennel eflort; 

Parties who are actually engaged in executing the project; 

End-users of the project [Hertogh, 1997]. 

Actor analysis of the design process 

Westraven 

The purpose of employing an architect, engineer or ether professional in a design process is to give the 

elient the benefit of that professienal's skill and experience. All the various parties have !heir own 

responsibility and liability. Whether a party can be liable of braach of contract in respect of a design fault is, 

in theory at least, a simple one to answer. 11 depends on the terms, express and implied, of the contract 

under which the design lunetion has been carried out. In ligure 3.5 the field of force is given lor the 

Westraven design process. This field of force is nol inexhaustible, but in ether projects also ether parties 

can be involved, like the lire and security engineer. In column 3 of the DRM the parties, which could be 

involved in a design process, are mentioned. Column 3 shows which parties can be responsible in 

conformity with the general conditions lor a particular design risk. So, it can be possible I hal more parties 

can control a design risk. For example, both the architect and the project manager may be responsible lor 

problems with design team coordination. 

Empk)yers woliting 
In !he building 

Financier 

Board o1 the 
Rijksgebouwendienst 

FaGilty 
management 

Architect 

Cost engineer 

Engineers: 
· S!ructura.l 
• Heatlng & Venllla11on 
• Elocl<ical (& lCD 
- SulldirG ptrysics 
- Sustalnable Building 
. Soli mechanlcs 

T own planner 

Flgure 3.5: The filled-in field of force lor West raven. 
Sou ree: Hertogh ( 1997) 

Next, in column 4 the legal basis of the particular design risk is shown. There are three options conceming 

the legal basis: in the DNR 2004, in ABA'97 RVOI or in a clause of the contract. lf there is nothing 

formalised about !he design risk in the general conditions or contract, it is very important lor the project 

manager to take precautions (see column 6). Finally, in column 5 the project manager fills in, which party is 

really responsible lor controlling a particular design risk in the project. So in the DRM there is a distinction 

between possible responsible parties on the basis of the general conditions (column 3) and the party that 

is really going to be responsible lor !he design risk (column 5). 

§ 3.5.5 Column 6:Administrative measures of the Rgd 

The project manager can raspond to design risks by choosing one of the following administrative 

measures: transfer, acceptance, avoidance, and insurance of risk or even doing nothing. These options 

are al ready discussed in paragraph 3.3.3. 
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§ 3.5.6 Column 7: Liability party and payment 

lt is very important tor the project manager to know in which way the responsible party tor a design risk can 

control that risk. Next to the contractual obligation to have a liability insurance policy, sametimes it will be 

necessary tor a party to take ether precautions. There are three ether ways of dealing with this issue (see 

paragraph 3.3.4 tor further explanation): 

An extra professional indemnity policy; 

A parent company guarantee; 

• A bank guarantee (bank, insurance company, ether specialised companies). 

Sa when a particular party is liable, but the insured amount of money is lar toa lew to cover all the possible 

damages, it is important that the project manager reacts on that and takes action by asking an extra 

insurance ar guarantees. Concerning this topic it is interesting to read artt. 11""b 3, 14""b 2 & 15 the DNR 

2004. 

§ 3.5.7 The Design Risk Matrix 

In tigure 3.6 the final Design Risk Matrix (DRM) is shown and in Appendix 3.3 the tilled-in DRM is given per 

design phase. The matrix gives the relation between a design risk (x-axis, column 1) and the responsible 

party lor cantrolling that risk. Besides, !heir way of cantrolling !heir liability is clarified by analysing in which 

way the design risk is secured. The interpretation of the project manager of the DRM and column 7 in 

particular lead to the final step of the decision-making model tor procuring design: the praeurement plan in 

which the praeurement of the design is organised. 

Flgure 3.6: The Design Risk Matrix (DRM). 

§ 3.6 Analysis: the procurement plan 

On the basis of the DRM a choice can be made tor a particular kind of praeurement models. A description 

will be given of three models. Especially the last ene is very interesting when looking to the near future. 
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This model can be the key to success, when answering the following questions: "Is it possible to make the 

whole design team /iable tor design risks, so the whole damage claim can be paid without bankruptcy of a 

party?~ "Is it possible to make the whole design team be responsible tor the coordination of the design?" 

and "Is it possible to partially praeure of design work?" 

This phase of the decision-making model tor procuring design deals with the praeurement plan. The focus 

in this paragraph will be on the already mentioned praeurement models tor design. The advantages and 

disadvantages are discussed and at the end a short conclusion is given. 

Disadvantages 

Procurement modell: elient- various designers 

Advantages 

All parties have a direct contractual relationship with the 

client. 

There is transparency in the contract structure; 

Casts tor design are well controlled by the client; 

• lt is easy to gel ride of one incompetent party in the design 

team, because only one subcontract has to be dissolved. 

• The elient has to control various different contracts with the architect and other engineers; 

• Much co-ordination is needed by the project manager (high co-ordination casts); 

All parties are individually liable tor a specific amount of money. Problems concerning 'under

insuring' and/or nol being able to pay damages can occur (with the finaJ result: banknuptcy). 

Disadvantages 

Procurement model 2: elient - architect - engineers 

Advantages 

• Less coordination is needed by the project manager; 

• Single point responsibility (content and process in one 

hand). 

• Less transparency in the contract structure, because the architect contracts all the engineers; 

• Only the architect is liable to the elient tor an amount of money as fixed in the contract 

(exoneration condition + insurance); 

• Loss of information, because the architect acts as an intermediary between the elient and the 

engineers; 

Likely to be expensive to the client, as the architect will include co-ordination as well as risk 

compensation in his fee. 
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Procurement model 3: elient-design team (legal organisation: V.O.F. or B.V.) 

Advantages 

One contract lor procuring a design : one responsible and 

liable party lor all design disciplines, the V.O.F. or B.V.; 

Extensive guarantees and liability coverage lor design 

risks possible; 

Total inlegration of design disciplines. 

Disadvantages 

At this moment there is nat a legally sealed relerenee design agreement available. The legal and 

insurance-technical aspects of an inlegral agreement are insufficiently arranged; 

The erection of the legal organisation and all the other legal aspects (the cast of which will be 

bounced back to the client); 

Likely to be expensive to the client, as the V.O.F. or BV will include co-ordination as well as risk 

compensation in !heir fee; 

This model can be contrary to the legislation on competition. 

For further information see: http://www.sabvereniging.nl/. 

§ 3.7 Conclusions and recommendations 

Finally, the conclusions and recommendations of the research can be stated. The result can be evaluated. 

Is the research question answered within the staled design conditions? Befare presenting the conclusions, 

the research questions at the beginning of this research ware : 

1. What kind of design risks can be distinguished, which party is most capable of dealing with the 

responsibility and liability and in what way can these design risks be structured? 

2. In what way can design risks be incorporated inthelegal organisation of a design team? 

The research questions focuses on the structure of design questions and the allocation of design risks to a 

particular party. With the help of the Design Risk Matrix (see ligure 3.6 and Appendix 3.3) this processcan 

be much more transparent and easier. Besides, the matrix explicitly shows the responsibilities and 

liabilities, which can be used as a sart of contract document in the praeurement procedure. So, the answer 

to the first research question is mirrored in the DRM. 

The second research quasiion concerns the three praeurement models as mentioned in paragraph 3.6. 

There are many ways of to incorporate risks in the legal organisation of the design team. One of the 

solutions is organising the contract structure in a particular kind of way. The three models can serve as a 

reference, when making choices concerning the praeurement plan. 
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The risk management tooi, as it is presenled here, is a step in the right direction lor centrolling design risks 

and making the process of apportioning design risks to parties more transparent lor the project manager of 

the Rgd. Nevertheless, further research is necessary to complete the research: 

• The identification of design risk is not complete. In the Definition/Scheme Design and the 

Preliminary Design, information on product risks Is still missing. The inventory list of A&A can be 

used to complete the list; 

• The ABA'97 SR and the final version of the DNR can be used to complete the legal part 

(concerning the general conditions) of the DRM; 

• At this moment the DRM can be applied to the traditional situation, where !he design and 

construction process are separated. The model can be extended with aspects concerning the 

inlegration of processas and the involvement of construction parties. 
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Chapter 4 Integrated Quality Management 

Faissal Kanjaä 

§ 4.1 Introduetion 

In the Westraven project the Rgd worked logether with the RWS to make an integrated Programme of 

Requirements. In addition, other specialists worked with the Rgd to design the accommodation lor the 

RWS according to the lntegrated Programme of Requirements. In the design process different specialist 

had to daliver an integrated design and therefore inlegration of these disciplines had to be given special 

attention. 

§ 4.1.1 Occasion 

Realislng an integrated design asks for an inlegrated approach of quality management. The different 

disciplines secured the quality of their own product by using thelr own quality system. In a complex project 

llke this, it is also very important to make sure that the tuning of the different quality systems is taken care 

of. This means that all the different quality systems have to be geared to each other to achleve effective 

and efficienl quallty management, so-called integrated quality management. 

§ 4.1.2 Problem definition 

The quality management of the Rgd is all about maklng sure that the project output, programme 

management and lts deliverables are according the requlrements of the elient The Rgd has a quality 

manual lortheir own organisation and there is a department 'Advice and Architects' (A&A) !hal checks lhe 

quality of the produels of lhe design team. The project plan of the Rgd also has a paragraph about quality. 

However, there is no integrated procedure lor quality management in the design phase. The quality 

management of the Rgd is fragmented and there is no integrated approach of quality management. The 

project managers of the Rgd do nol have the overview of the different quality systems in a project and their 

interfaces. Therefore, it is hard to improve !he total quality of the organisation, project and products. 

§ 4.1.3 Objective 

The goal of this research is to develop a model for rnanaging lntegrated quality. This model is for the 

project manager of the Rgd for rnanaging integrated quality in the design phase. The quallty model gives 

an overview of the different quality systems and the interaction of these systems. Therefore, the project 

manager is also able to evaluate the lntegrated quality management and improving lt. 

§ 4.1.4 Research questions 

In this research about integrated quality management the following questlons are addressed: 

1. What are present developments in quality management? 

2. What are distlnctlve elements of quality management in the construction industry? 
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3. What makes coordination, when inlegrating different quality systems, efficient and effective? 

4. Which procedure does a project manager of the Rgd has to follow, to realise integrated quality 

management? 

5. Which product(s) does a project manager of the Rgd need, to realise integrated quality 

management? 

To reach the objective, the following approach was used. First, a literature study was done to delermine 

distlnctive elements of quality management in the construction industry (see paragraph 4.6). Secondly, a 

case study about the Westraven project was done to reileet on these elements (see paragraph 4.7). 

Furthermore, these studies formed the basis for the development of the quality model (see paragraph 4.8). 

Finally, preliminary conclusions about the quality model ware derived and recommendations lor further 

work ware made (see paragraph 4.9). In Appendix 4.1 the most important definitions can be found. 

§ 4.2 Literature study 

The highest priority of the Rgd is to have satisfied clients. To reach this purpose they need to realise 

quality. In other words: they need to lullil the ellent's requirements. Quality management is required if the 

Rgd wants to realise a product fit lor use/purpose. This process of quality management is structured by so

called quality systems. The context of this research is visualised in ligure 4.1. 

Flgure 4.1: The context of quallty model. 

§ 4.2.1 Total Quality Management 

Quality management theory has been influenced by the contribution of quality leaders. Some common 

issues can be observed, such as management leadership, training, employees' participation, process 

management, planning and quality measures lor continuous improvement. 
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These notions have influenced later studies in such a way that the lilarature on Total Quality Management 

has progressively developed from these initial contributions, identifying distinctive elements lor effective 

quality management (Crosby, 1979; Deming, 1982; Feigenbaum, 1991): 

• Client-based approach; 

• Leadership; 

• Quality planning; 

• Fact-based management; 

• Continuous improvement; 

• Human resource management; 

• Learning; 

• Process management; 

• Cooperation with suppliers and organizational awareness; 

• Concern lor the social and environmental context. 

There are different kinds of quality models in the market lor rnanaging quality. For example, the 'INK

model' could be used lor quality management in a permanent organisation. However, most construction 

project organisations are temporary. Therefore, the INK-model has been Iranslaled into the 'Project 

Excellence Model' !hal is more fitled lor quality management in the construction industry. 

§ 4.2.2 Deming's cycle 

The difference of the construction industry regarding quality management can be Iranslaled in the cycle of 

Deming (see ligure 4.2.). The cycle has a plan, do, check and act phase. 

Flgure 4.2: The cycle of Deming. 

The importance of the plan phase is to delermine the requirements, the organization and the work 

processas as well as possible. Also the various activities have to be prepared. In addition, the quality 

systems of different parties have to be made to fit each other. Because of this, an unequivocal system is 

obtained and shortcomings are controlled. 

In the do phase the realization has to be according the plan of the previous phase. The parties frequently 

have to report the progress and deviations should be reported directly. In the different meetings quality 

assurance should be a regular agenda point. 

The check phase is very important because the costs lor adjustments of the product increase while 

progressing in the develcipment process. Therefore, the product must be reviewed during !he development 

process. 
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In the act phase not only corrections are proposeet but it could also be that ditlerences are accepted. 

Furtherrnore, adjustments could be made to !he further development of the process. 

§ 4.2.3 Quality Management in the construction industry 

The construction industry has soma distinguishing aspects that are important in quallty management 

[Keyner and Van Rosmalen, 2001]: 

• Uniqua product. 

• Many partielpants in a uniqua cooperation. 

• Needs are not always unambiguously determined. 

These aspects will be discussed in the next paragraphs. 

Unique product 

Generally clients require custom-made accommodation and therefore the different products are 

(deliverables, end result, etc.) are unique. Their specific needs have to be taken into account while 

developlng the specific products. This means that lor quality management special attention has to be given 

to the internar demands, to the programme of requirements lor !he design team and to the tender 

documents lor the contractor. Most buildings are prototypes and it is therefore very important in an early 

stage of !he building process to preventor at least to foresee delects or shortcomings. Later in !he building 

process it is harder to repair delects or shortcomings. Because of contradictory prlncipal demands or high 

pressure caused by the budget or planning, !he prlncipal somelimes has to accept fallures or shortcomlng 

in !he building. 

Many partleipants In a unique cooperatlon 

Many parties are involved in the building process. For many of the actors thls is only a temporary 

cooperation in a temporary organisation. Furthermore, !he invoivement of each participant depends on the 

project phase that they are in. Each participant works with hls own specific regulations andlor contract 

forrns. The regulations of the partielpants include many agreements that can directly or indirectly be 

defined as quality procedures andlor regulations (e.g. SR or RVOI). Most of the partleipants work 

accordlng the NEN ISO 9001 or 9002. Nevertheless !he principal has to Initiale the tuning and coordination 

of the individual quality procedures and/or regulations. Besides, there are also multiple clients such as the 

future owner, !he users or the financiers. There Is also a big group of Interestad parties such as 

environmental groups or resldents' assoclatlons. All these partles have there own requlrements and 

logether they deflne the boundaries of the project. Thls means the prlncipal has to pay much attention to 

timely establishing !he organlsation and working processas of the project. The organisational aspects are 

the functlonal and contractual relations, the task assignment, responsibilitles and authority, etcetera 

Important processas are design, planning, flnancing, communicatlng, lnformatlon and licensing. The 

different parties have to work tagether and therefore they have to delermine the different relationshlps and 

define the interfaces between the dillerent processes. 

Needs 

In projects the needs of a principal are Iranslaled in requirements but they are not always univocally 

determined. To explaln the importance of this, a definltlon of quality is needed. lt is defined as satisfying 

determined requirements (needs) of the elient (fit lor purpose/use). Theoretically there are no quality levels 

such as high or low quality, but !he design meets !he requirements or not. 
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However, in practica there is a gray area. This is caused, among others, by requirements that cannot ba 

measured. Such gray areas should preferably ba prevenled but that is nol always posslble. Also it Is 

difflcult to delermine all requirements beforehand, bacause of eertaio unfamiliarity. Making an Ioventory of 

the possible design risks could help as an extra Instrument to control the process. Risks that cannot ba 

controlled, should ba eliminated, insured or accepted in the budget as contingencies (see Chapter 7). 

§ 4.2.4 Coordination 

In the construction lndustry different parties organize themselves in order to realise a project. All actors in 

this temporary organisation have their own speciality. When the tasks are divided thelr reallsatlon is 

cornmonly more effective, elfleient and of a higher quality. The task division also makes the different 

partles dependani on each other. Thompson (1967) has defined three forms of dependency: 

• Sequentia/ dependance: when one of the partleipants needs an input, which is the output of 

another participant. 

• Pooled dependance: when two or more partielpants make u se of the same resources. 

• Reciprocal dependance: when two or more partleipants work logether to realise a task or product. 

This task dependency often brings tuning problems. The Inter-dependent activities should ba geared to 

each other so that the total system works properly. The different partleipants could lor example directly 

tune the varlous actlvities toeach other. However, often this Is insuflicient because of the complexity of the 

project and confiicting interests. In the Westraven project all of these dependencies can be found in the 

design team. The Rgd and the RWS gave the design team the responsibility to realise an integrated 

design. Because of the complexity of the project and the conflict of Interest, the self-control of the design 

team should ba compiemenled by coordination. The princlpal has to find a balance between sali-eontrol 

and coordination. An advantage of much locel autonomy is that the motivation is high. There are also 

organisational advantages in turbulent and complex situations. The central coordlnator doesn't have the 

right information in these situallons to make the good decisions. A disadvantage of much local autonomy is 

that there could ba tuning problems. These could ba caused bacause the local parties have no overview of 

the whole (complexity) and/or they pursue their own needs above the common needs (conflict). 

Mlntzbarg (1979) defined a number of coordination mechanisms that make lt possible to operate as a 

whole. These slx coordination mechanisms ranked from a minimum to a maximum 'self-control I 

coordination ratio'. are: 

1. Direct supervision: by the principal. 

2. Standardisation of the work: coordination of the inter-dependant actlvities by standardisation of 

these actlvities and their formalisation. 

3. Standardisation of output: coordination by not standardising and formallsing the actlvities but their 

output. 

4. Standardisation of skills: coordination of the reallsatlon by specilying the education and training 

requirements. 

5. Standardisatlon of norms: coordination by influencing the norms, values en baliels of the 

participants. 

6. Mutual tuning: by the team membars themselves. 
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§ 4.3 Casestudy: Quality control at Westraven 

The Rgd has a department that monitors the quality of the produels In the project: the A&A department In 

the Westraven project the design team had the responsibility to produce an integrated design. The 

different designs and recommendatlons that were produced by the design team were evaluated by A&A on 

basis of the lntegrated Programme of Requirements. The outcoma of the evaluation is reportact to the 

project manager and the design team has adjusted their products. A&A also evaluated the tender 

doeurnenis and reportact to the project manager and design team. The department 'Projects' of the Rgd 

monitors the internal demands on basis of the quality manual and keeps an overview of the quality of the 

different products. 

The Rgd did nottune and coordlnate the individual quality procedures andfor regulations. However, in the 

Project Plan they have deflned the project organisatlon and the tasks and responsibilltles of the 

participants. Also 'File2Share' and an informatlon matrix have been used to facilitate the data exchange 

between the partleipants (see Chapter 5). All this supported integrated design, but there was no structural 

integrated quality management. Also a list of risks has been determined and can be found in the Project 

Plan. 

The quallty management of the Rgd Is usually according to 'regulated coordlnatlon' [Van Aken, 2002]. This 

means that they have the power to organize the process of integrated quality management but they chose 

lor indirect supervision. They control the process and output by respectively standardising the work and 

output. In the Westraven project !he output was standardised in the lntegrated Programme ot 
Requirements and their work was standardised accordlng the quality manual of the Rgd. There is no 

lormal process lor lntegrated quality management, despita the need lor it in complex and conflict 

situatlons. The quality systems of the organlsation, project and product have to be geared to each other to 

make integrated quality management possible. 

§ 4.4 Integrated Quality Management-model 

The lntegrated Quality Management-model (lOM-model) has been developed lor the project manager to 

organise integrated quality management in complex and conflict situatlons. The quality systems on 

organisatlon, project and product level were tuned toeach other (see ligure 4.3.). The quallty procedure lor 

the project manager will be explalned in paragraph 4.8.1. The different quality produels of the model wiJl be 

discussed in paragraph 4.8.2. 
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auallty system : 
Project level 

Flgure 4.3: lnlegraled Quality Management-model. 

The quality model has been based on the quality path of PRINCE2 [Hedeman, 2000] and the literature and 

case studies. 

§ 4.4.1 Quality procedure 

The quality procedure lor the project manager starts on project level. The account manager has to 

delermine the quality requirements of the client. The result of this action is an lntegrated Programme of 

Requirements, which is the responsibility of the Front Office. Alter establishing this document a Project 

Quality Plan has to be set up by the project manager. This plan is part of the Project Plan and defines the 

different quality produels and quality procedures. The quality system on the organisation level of the 

principal, elient and/or other team membars (based on their own Quality Manual) is tuned on the Project 

Quality Plan. The Project Quality Plan also has to be specified lor the next phase in a Stage Quality Plan. 

This plan is part of the Stage Plan of the project. 

In every Stage Quality Plan the Product Description with ils Quality Requirements is defined. This is the 

input lor the quality system on product level. In complex projects there are many produels and therefore 

this system has been divided in tour sub-levels: site, building, floor and workplace. The produels 

(deliverables and end products) can be placed on one of these levels and the interaction with the other 

levels can be defined. Every quality requirement can be ordered in three main categories, being: 

functional, technica! and spatial. 
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The Stage Quality Plan with lts Product Descriptions and Quality Criteria are the input lor the Quality 

Review of the produels and process of the project. These reviews mostly result in Project Issues that In 

turn can rasuit in adjustments of the Stage Quallty Plan and lts Project Descriptions and Quality Criteria In 

the Quality Log the results of these reviews are recorded. Within the Rgd the A&A department checks the 

doeurnenis of the design team and reports lts findlngs to the project manager and the design team. These 

delermine logether with the elient which produels need adjustment and/or which deviations are acceptable. 

The project manager of the Rgd keeps the overview on all these reviews and makes, if necessary, 

adjustments in Stage Quallty Plan. 

The four phases of the Deming cycle are embedded in this quality procedure. In the 'plan phase' the 

project manager makes a Project Quality Plan were the Quality Requirements of the Costumer, the Quality 

Systems of the partleipants and the Project Plan are integrated. For each project phase a specific plan is 

made, the Stage Quality Plan. In the 'do phase' the project manager has to make sure that the 

implementation of these plans is going smoothly. In the 'check phase' the reviews of the different 

deliverables by A&A are reportad to the project manager and the design team. Also the Stage Quality Plan 

is evaluated. The Project Issues are handled in the 'do phase' and if necessary produels andfor processas 

are adjusted. 

§ 4.4.2 Quality products 

The quality procedure is based on different quality produels that will be discussed in this paragraph. The 

produels are divided over the different levels of the quality systems. 

Organisation level 

The quality system on this level is about the requirements of the produels and procedures that are defined 

through the organisations of the principal, elient or other partîes. These requirements can be found in the 

Quslity Manual. The NEN ISO 9001 :2000 is the basis of the Quality Manual of the Rgd and lts focus is on 

the quality measures and the quality maasurement moments. The procedures are less important because 

they only define were these measures and maasurement moments in the process are. The Rgd has the 

department Quality Assurance, which main task is to design, monitor, evaluate and 11 necessary adjust the 

quality system on organisationallevel. 

Project level 

The quality system on this level is about the requirements of the produels and procedures that are defined 

from out the project. There are four important quality produels that are needed to manage the quality on 

project level: the lntegrated Programme of Requirements, the Project Plan, the Project Quality Plan and 

the Stage Quality Plan. 

The lntegrated Programme of Requirements is a document where the needs of the elient are Iranslaled 

and defined in requirements. By having an overview of the requirements of the elient the principal can 

control the results until they are fit lor use. The requirements should be Iranslaled in requirements 

according to the SMART-principle: they should be Specified, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and well 

Timed. The tntegrated Programme of Requirements is generally divided in three parts, that is: functional, 

technicalor spatlal requirements. 
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All these requirements should be kepi up to date so that the end rasuit is fit for purpose. This document is 

passed on the Steering Committee for approval and is the startlog point lor the quality reviews of the 

various dalivarables to the elient 

The Project Plan is one of the basic documents on which the Steering Committee makes lts declsions. The 

Rgd has a standard format for the Project Plan, which is compieled alter the definition phase. In the 

introduetion of the Project Plan the goal and the context of the Project Plan is defined. Furthermore, the 

state of the project and the desired results are given. Also the principal defines the approach of how to 

meet the clienfs needs. In addîtion the project manager describes how to control the finances, the 

organisation, the time, the informalion, the quality and the risks. In the part about quality the borders of 

quality and quality assurance should be formulated. 

The Project Quality Plan is part of the Project Plan. In this plan the approach of how to produce the 

produels in the project, in accordance wlth the quality requirements of the elient and the quality standards, 

are defined. The stnucture of thls plan is as fellows: 

• Responsibility: it should be clear who is responsible lor which quality product, system and or 

procedure. 

• Qua/ity Standards: the applicable quality standards should be determined. 

• Quality Requirements: the quality criteria of the most important produels (deliverables and end 

products) should be defined. 

• Quality Management System: the procedure of centrolling the quality of the management and 

specialist outputs should be formulated. 

• Change procedure: the procedure of what to do if the product doesn't fit the requirements of the 

elient should bedescri bed. 

• Contiguration Management Plan: The different management quality produels should be controlled 

to be able to oparata effectively and efficienlly. The plan describes on which level the 

contiguration will take place and the different components that are going to be controlled. The 

stalus of the output must be administrated and verification of the database should take place. 

• Quality Maasurement lnstruments: The different instruments lor measuring the quality of the 

output should be determined. 

In this respect the Quality Manuel of the Rgd has much to offer. Nevertheless, the Quality Manual of the 

elient andlor other parties should also be taken lnto account. This document glves an overview of the 

aspects that are needed lor rnanaging quality on project level. 

The Stage Quality Plan is almest the same as a Project Quality Plan but it is specifled lor one phase of the 

project. The produels and the different quallty controls are deflned and also the people and means needed 

lor that phase are specified. 

Product level 

The quality system in this level is about reviewlog the produels and if necessary adjusting them so they fit 

the purpose. This can take place on the different levels: site, building, floor and work place. The three 

important quality produels that are needed to manage the quality on product level are: Product Description, 

Project Issue and Ouality Log. 
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The Product Description is needeel to make sure that the different team members in !he project have the 

sama picture of tha output that has to be realisad. This document is part of the Stage Quality Plan and can 

be constructed as given in Appendix 4.2. The output should be given a name and lts purpose should be 

clearly defined. Also the level {area, building, floor or work place) should be detarmined and the interaction 

with other levels should ba formulated. The assembly, the resources, the form and the appearance of the 

product should be describad. Furthermora, tha rasponsibility lor realisation, the quality criteria and the 

responsibility lor the testing should ba defined. 

The Project Issue is a document lhat dascribas the type of issue, tha analyses and tha status of it. Aftar 

reviewing the output different issues could bacoma visible. All these issues should also be registerad 

{Issue Log) so that proper action can be taken. This document is a specification of tha Change Procedure 

on project level. In Appendix 4.3 the Project Issue document Is describad. 

The results of the different reviews are reglstered in the Quality Log that can ba found in Appendix 4.4. For 

each product the type of review, the lntended data and the actual status is definad. 

§ 4.5 Conclusions and recommendations 

The quality management of lhe Rgd is all about making sure that the project output, programma 

managementand lts daliverables are according the raquirements of the elient However, presently lhere is 

no integrated procedure lor quality managemant in the design phase. The quality management of the Rgd 

is fragmented and lherefore it Is hard to improve the tofal quality by adjusting the different quallty systems. 

In lhis research a simple model has bean developacl lor rnanaging integrated quality. This modelis for the 

project manager of the Rgd to manage lntegratad quality in the design phase. The quality model gives an 

overview of the different quality systems (organlsatlon, project and product level) and the interaction of 

these systems. The project manager has to lollew a procedure and make use of the quality produels in 

order to manage integrated quality. 

This quality model makes it possible lor the Project department of Rgd to plan, monitor and evaluate the 

integrated quality management. The procedure and quality produels ara defined and can be adjustad 11 

necessary. 

However, the quality model is no blueprint and should lherelore be seen as a framewerk lor the project 

manager. Also more filerature study and case studies should be to doneon different quality systems and 

on critlcal factors to integrale !hem. 
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Chapter 5 Improving Design Management 

Erik Vrieling 

§ 5.1 Introduetion 

The controllability of the management of design Is llmlted. But it is compensated in a number of ways. The 

basis is the concept of werking in a project and consists of the subdivision in stages, the assignment of 

tasks to specialist parties and the monitoring of the progress of the activities. 

The management control of the design teams in the design stage tor Rgd building projects takes place in 

two ways. The first is by agreelng on the delivery of drawlngs, the secend Is by having meetings with the 

design team In whlch the project progress Is discussed. 

A welt-structured design management can be of help to improve the projects controllability. However, in 

practice, Impravement in this management activlty is blocked by the traditional roles, Interests and 

professional autonomy of design parties. The rasuit of this chapter is aimed at improving the concept of 

werking in a project and at influencing the actlvities of the design team. 

§ 5.1.1 Occasion 

This paragraph summarises the occasions form the Westraven project that are the motivations to research 

the management of the design stage. The Rgd project managers have staled thal !heir task in these 

stages Is preferabiy to focus on the processes. Nevertheless they also have staled !hal they frequently 

have to direct design teams to produce the requested results. 

In the design stages of Westraven a number of problems have occurred. The most important problem Is 

thal during the process implicit deelslons have been taken. The design team suggested a number of 

complex technica! proposals on which no final deelslons could betaken at the moment of introduction. In a 

later stage of the process there was no possibility to leave out these proposals. The second problem is the 

professional autonomy of the parties in the design team. Some of the innovations suggested by the 

architect were nol supported by other design team membars because it forced them to invest extra effort 

into dalivering their own product and made them hesitating to fully explore the innovations. The third 

problem is the limited use of the project information system. File2Share [http;//www.file2share.nll] was only 

used to store final project data The last problem is the absence of a structured way to understand a 

projects complexity during the control of the design stage. 

§ 5.1.2 Problem definition 

The efficiency of the design team and the controllability of the project costs and quallty are nol guaranteed 

in the current Rgd project management approach. The procedures and delegation of posslble managerial 

tasks and rasponsibilities are not mapped out. For setting up the design stage no support Is offered, the 

possibilities to control the unfinished design are limited and improvements in processas are faced with 

rasistance trom the design team. 
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§ 5.1.3 Objective 

This research aims at improving the performance of design teams by the impravement of the project 

management in the design stage. The performance of design team is expressed in efficiency and in the 

controllability of project costs and quality. 

The improvements are reached through three related fields of attention. The first is the set up of the 

management of the design stages, the second is the control of the design stages and the third is the 

implementation of process innovations into the design teams. 

§ 5.1.4 Research questions 

The general research thema is to improve the current practica of design stage management of the Rgd 

with regard to the interactions between the project manager and the design team. The research focuses 

on the formulated objectives. To develop the improved design management the following questions have 

to be answered. 

1. Which possible solutions can be used to set up a design stage, and to control the progress of the 

design stage? 

2. What are the acceptable possibilities to intervene in the design team? 

3. How is design management currently executed in Rgd projects 

4. Which input is needed to set up the design stages? 

5. Which content needs to be discussed between the project manager and the design team during 

the control of the stage? 

6. What are the possibilities to implament an intervention mechanism into the design team? 

The first two research question are answered in the theory paragraph 5.2, the third is answered in 

paragraph 5.3, which describes the current Rgd processes. Chapter 5.4 presents the results of this 

research as a model lor rnanaging design. The answer to questions four to six are part of the description of 

this model. Question four is introduced paragraph 5.4.2, which describes the point of departure lor setting 

up the design stage. The last two questions are treated in paragraph 5.4.4 and further. 

§ 5.2 Managing design-theory 

This paragraph describes the topics and sourees of information that support the development of the result 

of this chapter. lt deals with design management in genera!, with setting up and cantrolling the 

management of the design stages and examines the difficulties of implamenting changed processas into 

design teams. 

§ 5.2.1 Definition of design management 

Design management is nol well defined in literature. Although the general aims and results of design 

stages during projects are nol problematic, the processas in design management are. The actions that 

have to be executed to reach the aims and results are nol clear at all. 

The basic steps of management are described by the Demings cycle [Wijnen, 1994]. The plan-do-check

act loop can be recognised in the Rgd project management process (see also § 4.6.2). Design 

management is nol specified in this process. 
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Design management is defined in this chapter as: 'The setup and control of the design stages, regarding 

all interactions between the project managerand the design team'. 

The Rgd process lor project management is represented in ligure 5.1 trom the Rgd Project Quality manual 

[Rgd, 2004, p59). 11 gives intermation about the basic project steps that have to be taken but nat about the 

management actions that can be executed by the project manager to reach the design results, nor is this 

prescribed in detail anywhere else. 

Flgure 5.1 : Planning of the realisatlon of projects. 
Source: Rgd (2004) 

§ 5.2.2 Process management in the design stage 

The Rgd project managers preter to focus on the process. However they also have staled that they 

frequently have to focus on the product and !hal they have to direct design teams to produce the 

requested results. 

The lilarature supporting the development of the Design Management Support Tooi is chosen with the 

request lor management !hal focuses on the process in mind. This criterion can be found in lilarature lor 

project management. The current project management approach trom the Rgd is based on the theory of 

'Projectmatig werken' [Rgd, 2004, p.14). This is a basic theory that focuses on the end rasuit of a project 

(e.g. a building). The theory does nol mention any process details tor design management. Sa a more 

advanced theory is needed. The 'Prince 2' management theory is used to construct the improved design 

management in this chapter. The theory is an advanced management methad that uses clearly defined 

looped and closed circuits of issues. Management actlans and technical actions, plans, stages and risks 

are fully supported by a variety of plans, decision-making prescriptions, alleration systems, mechanisms 

lor control and more. An important distinction I ram the methad 'Projectmatig werken' is that Prince 2 treats 

unfinished design results as single products. 'Projectmatig werken' considers stage documents as single 

produels but does nat offer a usalul concept to control incomplete products. 

Prince 2 explicitly decomposes all sub produels and pi aces !hem in a closed management framework. The 

basic framewerk of the Prince 11 methad consistsof three fieldsof attention; components, processas and 

techniques. 

From a camparisen of !he working methods of !he Rgd with Prince 2 the conclusion can be drawn that 

impravemanis can be made in the design management of the Rgd. These are ex1racted trom the marked 

fields. The impravemanis can be of direct use as recommendations lor the setting up of a design stage of 

Rgd projects (see appendix 5.1) 
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Flgure 5.2: The Prince 2 management system. 
Source: Hedeman (2000) 

§ 5.2.3 Setting up the design stage 

Westraven 

16. Closlng a projecl 

The recommendations of the Prince 2 analysis assist in setting up !he design stages. The aim is to 

produce a plan. In !he current Rgd situation !he design activities have to be signed up in a project plan 

[Wijnen, 2002, p239]. Based on the Prince 2 methad the following modification in the setting up of the 

design stage can be made. 

• Introduce a 'team leader'. By introducing the team leader and the team and stage plans on top of 

!he project plan the project manager is more able to manage on the process. This offers him the 

possibility to delegate his responsibilities towards the design content manager. This division of 

managerial tasks has the advantage that !he managerial control on bath the process and the 

content of design can be more precise. The team leader is a technica! specialist with managerial 

capabilities. He has the skilis to understand complexity and !he ability to overcoma barriers of 

resistance. Through his direct insight in the content of the design he prohiblts lmplicit decision 

making. Team and stage plans are elaborated versions of a project plan and delermine in detail 

the design activities. lt is recommended that they are drawn up by the design team or a specialist. 

Team planscan act as plans of workandas plans of action (Appendix 5.1; 1a, 2a, 2b). 

• Apply 'configuration management'. The contiguration concerns the planning, registration, 

reporting and validation of the deliverables during the design stage. lt offers !he possibility to 

monitor !he progress of !he production by design teams. The complexity and the interrelatedness 

of the components (e.g. drawings) have to be determined in the planning. Therefore the 

identification of the projects sub-components and the minimum level of requested contiguration 

have to be explored and fixed (Appendix 5.1; 2d, 7a/e, Se). 

Consider 'production directed planning'. The basis of this concept is the decomposition of the 

dalivarables by the design team in combination with a description of the (sub-) product and the 

criteria on which the deliverables wiJl be assessed are the basis of this concept. This information 

is used to set up detailed flowcharts and a network planning lor dalivering results. The splitting up 

of managerial stages into one or more technica! stages should be considered to limit the risk of 

specialist teams running the project. Production directed planning is a maasure in the setup that 

enables the control of the stage (Appendix 5.1 ; 4a, 17a/e). 
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The similarity between all design management recommendations is the emphasis they put on the 

controlled delegation of responsibilities. In the current Rgd situation these responsibilities are handed over 

to the design team members. Th is can work out perfectly appropriate, but it reduces the means of control 

lor the project manager. 

§ 5.2.4 Controlling the design stage 

Project management theory suggests implicitly how to control the design stages, but the theories do nol 

give an insight in aspects of control lor the specifics of the design of construction projects. 

The management control has to be executed based upon information about the available and unfinished 

results of !he project and !he design process. To gel managerial relevant information aboutthese items !he 

project, starting documents, plans and design results, have to be analysed. The execution of the control, 

the means to interfere in a project, is part of the management of the design. Two methods are proposed 

lor this research. They do not intend to be complete, but give an insight in how to approach the 

management of an unfinished design The first is the NUSIB Elementenmethode '91 (Nederland/Sociaal 

fonds Bouwnijverheid) that is chosen to improve the understanding of and the communication about 

complex design results. The second is the Risk Diagnosis Method that offers possibilities to response to 

technica! risks during the development stages of a product. 

NUSfB Elementenmethode '91 

This method offers an international standard lor describing the saparaled construction elements and the 

relations of these elements within a building. The classification is al ready in use at the Rgd where it is used 

to calculate projects cost at the end of the design stages. The method consists out of three levels of detail 

that during the progress are elaborated into more detail [Stichting Bouwkwaliteit. 1991, p.11]. 

Flgure 5.3: The NUSIB Elementen methode. 
Source: SBK (1991) 
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Although the 'Elementen methode' is to much detailed to analyse unfinished design results in full, it can be 

of assistance in communicating about the consequences of proposed elements and clusters'. Th is in turn 

helps to understand the inlegration of technica! systems and the complexity of design solulions. 

The example shows how the methad can be used. The numbers in the model indicate the level of detail of 

the analysis according to the system of the 'Elementen methode'. 

Risk Diagnosis Metbod 

Unfinished design solutions can contain risks that limit the management control of a project. Figure 5.4 

shows !he possible categories of management responses towards risks in technica! development projects 

[Halman, 1994, p43] 

Flgure 5.4: Risk and risk management. 
Source: Halman (1994) 

The first possibility is the acceptance of risks. Acceptance describes risk control as the management set 

up of a project and describes the fundamentals like planning, reporting and division of Iabour. The 

acceptance of a risk is nol used hare as a part of the cantrolling of the design stage. The second possible 

response, reduction of risk, is used to control the design stage. The risk reduction items describe the 

management interventions that can be done in the design itself and are measures of control in the design 

stage (Appendix 5.1 ). The most important ones that ware valued positively by the design team membars 

and the project managers are: 

Add budget to the design stage 

• Develop alternative systems 

Build in stop options by means of technical stages 

Use technica! stages to develop alternatives 

Use back up and redundancy systems for innovative or complex design proposals. 

The third and the fourth possibility, transfer and rejection of risks, fall outside the scope of this research. 

§ 5.2.5 Implementing design management in the design team 

The project organisation in the design stage of the construction industry is complex. The actors in the 

multi-party organisation are divided by diverging interests, they work under saparaled contracts and a 

variety of contract conditions. This contributes to the situation !hal a design team is difficult to manage. 

The independent professional role of !he designers and !he limited acceptance of legal responsibilities 

result in a team that cannot easily be directed. 

Allhough the direct steering of a design team by an Rgd project manager is nol desirabie there is a need 

lor improved design management. The suggested improvements can be considered to be process 

innovations which have to be implemenled into !he complex organization that is described above. 

The theory about innovation management states: 'More complex innovations will require more than one 

promotor' [Hauschildt, 2001, p41] in which complexity increases from barriers of unwillingness and 

ignorance to organisational complexity and system complexity. In paragraph 5.4.4 recommendations lor 

the implementation of i nnovation in design teams will be described in more detail. 
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§ 5.3 Managing design at the Rgd 

The management of the design stages atthe Rgd is represented in ligure 5.5. The design stage starts with 

the set up of the stage by planning the stage. This results in a project plan, which is lesled on the criteria 

of the principal. The centrolling of the design stage takes place by having regular meetings with both the 

design team and the plan team. The design team consists of the designers and occasionally the Rgd 

project manager attends as a listener. The users' project manager is present less frequent. In the plan 

team a number of representatives from workgroups of the elient complement the design team and the 

managers. 

Flgure 5.5: The Rgd process planning of the design stage. 
Source: Rgd (2004) 

To improve the design management the following steps are important: The set-up of the next stage, the 

(adjusted) project plan and the control of the design stage [Rgd, 2004, p.43]. In the current situation the 

Rgd works as fellows. 

For the set up the input is at first the functional and the performance requirements and all technica! and 

legal requirements. Secondly the fermer project plan, preliminary project results and the infomnation of 

cernparabie projects are input. The output is a project plan. 

The project plan treats the aspects money, organisation, time, information, quality and risks of the project. 

Some fragments conceming the management of the design or the design team are recorded, lor example 

the milestones. A documentthat describes the plan of action between the project manager and the design 

team does nol exist.For the control of the design stage all contracts and agreements with the design team 

are input. The checklists with the requested drawings lor all parties, according to the specified NEN- and 

ISO- norms are an example of this. An assessment of design results dalivers intermation about team 

efficiency and about project costs and quality. The control of the stage is executed in the design team 

meetings that take place approximately every two weeks. The plan team gathers a lew times per 

management stage. The etaboration of the planning of a particular stage and of the management of the 

progress is lelt to the control of the design team. 

§ 5.4 Design Management Support Tooi 

The design management support tooi has the continuous aligning of the activities of the design team 

membars as its fundament. The rationality of the Demings cycle is used to realise this. The stage and 

team plans contain in detail the planned activities. These are executed and lesled by the design team 

members. Finally !he test results are the input lor adapting the planning of activities in the plans. 
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The set up and the control of the design stages and the context are represented in ligure 5.6. In 

combination with the predefined steps of the project process planning this results in an improved process 

model that describes the steps and the actions that can be done to support the impravement of the design 

management actions. 

Managemeni actfons en .context 

Flgure 5.6: The improved design management model. 

§ 5.4.1 Improving design management 

The equation of the process model tor improved design management with the prescribed actions of the 

current Rgd process model is shown in tigure 5.7, the Design Management Support Tooi. This tooi 

describes the actions and the processas to improve the set up, the control and the implementation of 

process innovation in the design stage. 11 focuses on the relation of the project manager and the design 

team. A checklistand a recommendation to asses a project support the steps in the tooi. 

Set up 

The setup of the design stage starts with collecting the available project information. The aim is to draw up 

an accurate project plan based on this information. The theory of Prince 2 supports the drawing up of the 

project plan by suggesting a number of common and innovative proposals tor the design process. 

Context 

The context concerns the planned management actions and the circumstances in which these actions take 

place. The circumstances of multiple parties and a variety of opposing interesis may conflict with the 

intended setup. Th is means that the context has to be considered in the setup stage. The context should 

be accommodated in I he project plan as well. 

Controlling 

The main activity in !he centrolling of the design stage is the communication about relevant management 

information. The team leader, the design team and the project manager need to agree on lhis information, 

which is found in the design results. The translation of technical to managerial intermation is critica!. The 

model suggests to use the logic of the NUSfB Elementen methode to produce the management 

intermation of time, costs and quality (TCQ) This information can be equated with the project and stage 

points of departure. 
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Flgure 5.7: The Design Management Support Tooi. 

§ 5.4.2 Set up support 

The starting point tor !he set up of a stage consist of the documents and sourees of intermation that are 

already in use at the Rgd, the program of requirements, approved ambitions, the selected design parties 

and intermation out of the fonmer project plans, and design information. The project size and the 

stakeholders' interesis can be of importance, however the focus of the design management is on technica! 

complexity. The technica! complexity at the end of the preliminary design stage can be assessed by using 

the steps presenled in § 5.4.6. or by using the model in chapter six. In the setup of the preliminary design 

stage complexity can only be derived trom the documents mentioned above. 

The results of the first setup are the specific project requirements lor the setup of the design process 

management and a provisional project plan. 

§ 5.4.3 Recommendations 

To support the Rgd project managers a list of possible recommendations is presenled (Appendix 5.1 ). The 

recommendations deduced trom Prince 2 sum up a number of useful, alternative or extra measures lor 

setup and controL These are directed mainly at the delegation of responsibilities and at the agreements 

that have to be made between project managerand the design team. 

The requirements that are analysed in the previous step reveal the conditions and points of interest that 

have to be taken into account when drawing up the project plan. 

Management plans 

Special attention should be given to the plans that are suggested in the recommendations. At this moment 

the Rgd uses only the project plan, but the recommendations suggest using a more detailed planning. 
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The plans accommodate the procedures, the quantitative and the qualilalive relations !hal exist between 

the project manager and the design team. Complexity and the focus on management of processas 

increase the need lor plans in detail. 

Complementary to a project plan, a stage plan and a team plan are recommended. The project plan 

describes the general project information lor !he project as whole. lt contains project data, information 

aboutthe aspects money, organization, time, information quality and risks, and points out the milestones in 

the planning. A stage plan is partly similar to the currently updated project plan of the Rgd but should 

describe in more detail the planning, actions, agreements, processas and procedures during the particular 

stage. The team plan is the plan that describes the agreements between the design team membars and 

between the design team and the project manager. lt contains a detailed planning and maps out the 

interdependencies between the design parties, design tasks and design products. 1t offers a reguialed 

starting point lor the delegation of managerial responsibilities. 

§ 5.4.4 Implementation of process innovations 

The success of a process innovation is much dependent on the active planning of its implementation. The 

basic assumption of using one ar more recommendations in the intended setup is to increase the 

efficiency of the design team. The introduetion of process innovations like the team leader, !he use of 

detailed team plans ar the instructien to u se production directed planning, lead to a reassignment of tasks 

and responsibilities. This can be approached with resistance by the design team members. Part of !he Rgd 

project manager's task is to carefully consider how the design team will piek up its tasks in this situation 

and to take appropriate measures. The Design Management Support Tooi suggests to use promotors. 

Promotors are energetic individuals that give activa support to the new processes. Three types of 

promotors are suggested. The first two, the power and !he technology promotor work closely logether and 

should be present in complex situations in which unwillingness and ignorance can occur. The power 

promotor slimuiales the usage of an innovaUon by means of his lormal power, he is authorized to direct 

team membars and is a representative of the principal. The technology promotor is an expert in knowledge 

ar skilis and can influence !he acceptation of an innovation by means of his expertise. He is a educator 

and represents the content of the i nnovation itself 

The third promotor is the process promotor. 'Problem complexity and system complexity demand lor this 

individual. He or she has the task of overcoming barriers of non-responsibility and non-communication 

which are caused by organisational and administrative resistance to a new idea. The process promotor 

derives his inttuenee trom organisatienat know-how. He knows who could be alleeled by the innovation. 

He is able toturn an idea into a plan of action, is diplomatie, and knows how to approach people in a one

to-one basis'. [Hauschildt, 2000, p, 42]. He represents the project organisation and takes part in the project 

at hand. 

The success of an innovation increases with the differentiation of Iabour between the promotors. However 

the theory stales that it is nol clear how this differentiation of Iabour has to be solved it is clear that the 

success of the promotors depends on goed cooperation. 
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In taking measures to stimulate !he implementation of alternative processas the Rgd project managerscan 

make use of the promotor roles firstly by explicitly assigning the three separate roles to the present design 

team membars and to the IT stalt or IT-systems controller. Secondly the roles can be detected, by 

scanning the design team in the course of the project on how these rol es are executed. Given the situation 

of a design team with an independent team leader the division of roles can be the following. The project 

manager acts as the power promotor, the team leader or coordinator acts as the team independent 

process promotor. In case of IT innovations in teams a systems controller is the technology promotor In 

large scale complex projects the roles miglil need to be addressed or related again in the team members' 

home organisations. 

Testing the set up 

The steering committee is responsible lor testing the project plan. The approved project plan is the guiding 

project document. lt is assessed mainly on the financial criteria tor the long and the short term. Stage and 

team plans on the other hand direct the activities with regard to the content of the design stage. As long as 

this is planned within the restrictions of the project plan the stage and team plans can be approved by the 

project manager and the design team members. 

§ 5.4.5 Control support 

The inputs lor the control of the design stage are the plans and the valid design results. The output of the 

activity is a stage document. In !he course of the stage !he control is executed, following the product 

descriptions of the unfinished team results. Based on these product descriptions the activities of the design 

team can be directed. The possible directions can be applied to steer either on the design results or on the 

agreed processes. 

§ 5.4.6 Product information and product card. 

Team meeting 

The design results are the subject of discussion during the design team meetings. The Design 

Management Support Tooi proposes to facilitate !he process of the communication more precise by 

providing an approach to asses the unfinished design. 

All activities that are mentioned in 'controlling the stage' are executed during one meeting in which the 

team leader and the design team membars attend. The rasuit of the activities is an insight in the 

complexities of the project. The second result of !he approach to asses !he unfinished design is that it 

contributes to the personal and group communication. The information about the complexities is translated 

into task and management information by !he design team and !he team leader. 

This process of personal communication improves the shared knowledge of the design team membars and 

contributes to the engagement and association of the membars to the task orientation in the design team 

(Reijnders, 2002, p.9]. In between the team meetings the exchange of design information, adapted to !he 

needs of the team members, must be promoled although tliis is outside the scope of this research. 
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Product information 

The aim of gatharing product information is to deleet the projects' complexities. By discussing the project 

in the design team a list of the possible complex proposals can be drawn up. The 'Elementen methode' is 

suggested to be of assistance in the sorting out of the physical complexities however, ether appropriate 

ways to asses specific results are available and should be used also. This process of assessing a project 

is executed by the design team and the team leader. 

Product card 

The list of complex elements wilt be discussed further to asses the level of innovation or technical 

inlegration lor the project as a whole. Also it can be used to discuss the occurrence of interdependencies 

and the need lor coordination in the design team. 

lldefined • 
Flgure 5.8: Product card. 
Source: Turner and Cochrane (1993) 

The complex elements are analysed further, which results in a product card. The outcoma is a 

classification, which estimates the inttuenee of a complexity on !he total project. Criteria lor the 

classification of a cluster are the size and the type of design problem, the certainty of the result of the 

element, the certainty of its performance, possible interdependencies lor designing the elements, and the 

dagree of coordination that is involved in designing the element [CUR/RISNET, 2003]. The classification is 

done during the team meeting and assists in communicating and in revealing the weak spots in the 

development of the design. Figure 5.8 shows an example of the possible outcomes of a product card. All 

innovative or integrated alemanis have to be placed in the matrix to construct an image of the complexities 

of !he project. 

Testing the unfinished design results 

In the same meeting the result of the product card assists to delermine the need lor measures of control in 

the design stage by giving an overview of the impact and size of probiemalie issues. The team leader and 

the design team equate the results to the criteria in the stage and the team plan to check whether the 

current design proposals meet the plans. The prefixed test criteria are time or team efficiency, casts and 

quality. Th is slimuiales !he design team to take in mind these aspects atthe integrated design. 11 the team 

leader and the design team encounter deviations in the testing the set up has to be changed, either by 

changing parts of the design or by reinforcing the process agreements in the stage and the tam plans. 

Bath changes require activa adaptation of all design parties to the new agreements. 
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The project manager only needs a report, he is nol actively involved in adapting actlvities in stage and 

team plans or in adapting design results as long as they meet the limits of the project plan. A third 

possibility is that the demands of the program of requirements and the project plan at the given time costs 

and quality are not feasible. At this point the project manager, team leader, and design team need to 
reconsidder all options together. 

§ 5.4. 7 Adjust the process or the plans 

The first alternative to take measures of control is by adjusting the stage and team plans. The 

management informallon trom the testing needs to be translated again into task information by the team 

and the team leader. The same list of recommendations that was used by the project manager to set up 

the stage can be used to reconslder the various plans and the same process-staps trom the set up of the 

design management are taken hare. These inciude the consideration to implament process lnnovations, 

the redrawing of the plans. The alm is to lmprove the own team results withln the llmits of the project plan 

and to maximlze team efficiency and project quality within the constraints of cost. 

§ 5.4.8 Adjust product decisions 

The second alternative is to take measures of control with regard to the design. The non-effective or 

feasible elements or clusters wlthln the project need adjustment. The appendix 5.1 (section 22} gives the 

recommendations to take these measures coming trom the Risk diagnosis method [Halman, 1994, p43). 

The design team needs to be involved in making the deelsion and in making the proposals lor alternative 

solutions. Reserving some extra budget lor exploring alternative andlor promising design proposals is 

recommended, on the condilion that suftielent and skilied staff can be employed to meet the demands of 

deadlines. The adjustments have to be drawn up In the plans and must be lesled on the criteria of the 

plans. 

Compose stage documents 

The final action in the controt of the design stage is the composition of the stage documents. The design 

team and the project manager work, according to the plans, towards this product. 

§ 5.5 Conclusions and recommendations 

The impravement of the performance of design teams is approached by describing a process model lor 

design management. The subsequent steps and actlens descrlbe in detail an elaborated version of the 

current general management model that the Rgd uses lor the project stages. The steps in the process 

model concern what has to be done, and in which order. A manual describes how the steps have to be 

taken. Furtherrnore the model proposes deelsion support instruments lor important steps in the set up and 

in the controL The results of uslng !hls approach contrlbutes to the efficiency of design teams, the 

controllability of the unfinished design results and the task orientation are the maln advantages. 

The focus of the Rgd project manager on process management and a shift away trom content 

management have determined the choice of literature used to construct the proposal lor design 

management. The Prince 2 methodology and processas are analysed and transferred to support the 

pragmatic framewerk of the theory of 'Projectmatig werken'. 
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Recommendations for !he set up and the control of the design stage are given with a recommendation for 

supporting !he implementatlons of !he improvements. 

To reach team effiCiency and to prehibit the taults like; implicit decision making, autonomy and 

unwillingness of team membars the setup is adjusted. Uslng an independent team leader, output directed 

planning and olher proposals [appendix 5.1] are condinons under which whlch task orientation and 

maximalisation of team perfonnance can ba reached in !he course of the design stage. 

For !he purpose of efficiency management-infonnation is produced by the design team and !he team 

leader in !he cantrolling of the stage which is transferred into task infonnation. They are joint responsibis 

for cantrolling and improving the planning, and the results of !heir activities wilhin the consfraints of the 

time, oost and quality aspects of project, stage and team plans. 

The implementation of alterallons in the working methods in a design team is supported by a 

recommendation to imptement process innovations in complex organisations. Power promotor, process 

promotor and technology promotor have a joint task In a design team to introduce an impravement and 

must overcoma barriers that prohibit a rejection. The unfreeze-move-refreeze frame of Lewin and !he 

approach of organisational interventloos on technology, culture, and politics aspect (T,C,P) from Tichy 

(Van Aken, 2002, p.2821278) can assist !he promotors to succesfully change the habltual working methode 

of teams they take part in and to increase team performance. 

Recommendations 

The model and the texts do not describe the meaning of the steps and !he meaning of the 

recommendations in depth. To fully understand the impact and the purpose of the propositions, it is 

recommended to gel a better understanding of the proposals of Prince 2. The value of the more complex 

concepts, like contiguration management and !he use of detailed product flowcharts, can ba better 

estimated with this full understanding. In these concepts the level of innovation compared to the current 

praetJee of 'Projectmatig werken' is the highest, but the returns will be the highest as well. 
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Chapter6 Innovation: decision based on pros and cons 

Magdalena Obermair 

§ 6.1 Introduetion 

lnnovation is an important motor of production growth and economical development. Therefore in 2003, 

the Dutch government founded an 'lnnovation Platform', to stimulate innovation in the Netherlands. The 

vision on the construction industry is publishad under the title 'Toekomstperspectief bouwsector' 

[http://www.geodelft.nl]. 

§ 6.1.1 Occasion 

In the analyses of the Westraven design process, innovation emerged as an important issue. A variety of 

innovative produels were considered: lor example a 'façade-tissue', a new developed light system named 

'Carpe Diem', a 'wing-floor' inlegrating instanation and construction, 'glued' inslead of welded steel beams 

and a new concept of flexible work places. 

Product innovation nowadays bacomes essential, due to increasing demands on the design of buildings. 

Reguiatiens in the field of environment, werking conditions and safety are becoming stricter. At the same 

time clients and users impose extra demands of their own. Existing buildings do not always meet these 

additional requirements. Forthese raasons product innovations are necessary [Oostra, 2001, p.271]. 

Still the construction industry is known as a conservative and not very innovative sector. The traditional 

segmented organisation of the market is a major obstacle lor innovation in construction industry. Design 

and construction phase are strictly saparaled and executed by different parties with divergent interests. 

The emphasis of the construction sector is on operational project management. Strategie management, 

like co-makership or alliances, does not exist [Pries, 1995, p.192]. Furthermore the use of innovative 

produels introduces uncertainties and risks, because by definition it concerns unproven technologies or 

methods. These risks are often taken either by the principal (Rgd) or by the elient (RWS). Usually these 

parties both do not initiale the application of innovation and they cannot assess its total impact. This can 

hinder innovation in construction industry, because clients often stick to proven methods. This report 

doeurnenis the aspects of information that could facilitate a balanced deelsion about applying innovative 

produels lor both the Rgd and the RWS. 

§ 6.1.2 Problem definition 

Principals or clients cannot take balanced decisions concerning the application of innovative produels in 

construction projects because the pros (benefits) and the cons (ellorts) are often not fully apparent. 

§ 6.1.3 Objective 

The objective of this research is to develop a decision-making tooi, which maps out the pros and the cons 

of the application of innovative produels within construction projects. 
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§ 6.1.4 Research questions 

In order to develop the decision-making tooi the following questions had to be answered: 

1. Which factors does the Rgd momentarily consider when deelding on applying lnnovative products 

in !heir construction projects? 

2. How can the application of innovative products within a construction project be classified? 

3. Which general pros and cons are conneeled to applying innovative products? 

4. How can such pros and cons be compared? 

5. Which impact may innovatlve products have on the rest of the construction project and to the 

construction process? 

6. Which information is needed in order to guarantee a balanced deelsion about applying innovative 

produels when measured on the life cycle of a building? 

These questions are answered in the following chapters. First the theoretica! backgrounds about 

construction products and innovation are given, including the categorisation of innovation and the effects 

of applying innovative produels (see paragraph 6.2}. Then the actual decision-making process at the Rgd 

is described (see paragraph 6.3}. This information forms the base for the development of the decision

making tooi Pros-Cons MCDA (see paragraph 6.4). Flnally conclusions are drawn and recommendations 

are given (see paragraph 6.5}. 

§ 6.2 Innovation-theory 

This chapter describes the information, which is used to develop the decision-making tooi Pros-cons 

MCDA. Background information on the current status of innovation in construction industry puts the model 

in prospective. 

§ 6.2.1 Definition of innovation 

Out of many definitions of innovation, the following one is considered appropriate: 

"lnnovation is the application of a new or renewed product, process or service. lt can be distinguished trom 

inventlon (the discovery of a new technique) and ditfusion (the innovation's adoption)" [Pries, 1995, p. 7]. 

Somatimes it is difficult to clearly distinguish product and process innovation. Utterback formulated the 

following definitions [Utterback ea, 1975, p.642]: 

• "Product innovation is a new techno/ogy or combination of technologies introduced commercial/y 

to meet a usar's or a perceived market need. • 

• "Process innovation impraves production processes. A production process is the system of 

process equipment, work force, task specification, material inputs, work and lnformation nows etc. 

that are employed to produce a product or service. • 

This research is limited to the application of innovative produels within construction projects. The proposed 

application of innovative products can influence the building and the contracting process. Theretore nol 

only the considerations leading to the proposal need to be taken into acoount when deelding about 

applying innovative products, but also its possible impact on project and process. A well-designed 

decision-making process will daliver important information for a project manager to organise the project. 
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§ 6.2.2 Classification of innovation 

According to Hendersen the traditional classification of innovation, as either incremental or radical, is 

incomplete. The condition lor the classilication is the definition of the product as a system, consisting of a 

set of concepts. Subsequently the technology that leads to certain concepts can be innovated, as well as 

the arrangement of the concepts [Henderson e.a., 1990, p.9-30). This leads to the following classification 

(see tabla 6.1): 

• lncremental innovation has a limited effect, as the technology of one or more concepts changes 

while the conneetion between the concepts does nol change. Most innovations in the construction 

industry are incremental; its totality leadstoa continuous impravement of quality and productivity. 

(e.g. 'Learning by doing' and 'Learning by using'); 

• Radica/ innovation implies dramatic renewal. lt changes the technology as well as the conneetion 

between the concepts. Radical innovation can have a structural impact causing changes in 

society as a whole (e.g. invention of nylon, development of micro electronics); 

Architectural innovation is delined as innovation that changes the way of linking concepts of a 

product together, while teaving the core design concepts intact, thus teaving the basic knowledge 

underlying the concepts untouched (e.g. walkman, wing-Iloor Westraven); 

Modu/ar innovation implies the changes of technology of concepts without changing !heir 

composition (e.g. light system 'Carpe Diem' trom Philips lor Westraven, reptacement of analogue 

with digital telephone). 

Table 6.1: Class~icatlon of lnnovation. 
Source: Hendersen e.a. (1990) 

Radical innovation 

Th is classification gives an overview of the impact of the i nnovation of the suggested in novalive product. 

§ 6.2.3 Construction products 

Oostra defined a construction product as "a physical constructional object, that is touchable, that functions 

as a unit of a buildingor construction and that is formed by human aclion"[Oostra, 2001, p.36). 

Construction produelscan be divided in: 

• Special-products: The producer develops new produels lor a specific building project. Existing 

produels do nol satisfy the need of the client; 

System-products: The essential solutions are designed, but to produce them requires essential 

parameters trom !he client, e.g. length; 

Standard-products: The producer develops produels without !he interterenee of the elient All the 

produels are identical, with possible varianis in the assortment. 

A product does nol always have to stayin !he same category during its product life cycle. 
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The product innovation processas of those product-categones are different. Standard-products and 

system-products require market research, tests and evaluations with clients. The development process is 

independent from a building process. The main goal of producers of new produels is to stay in business. 

The elient lor special-produels is known. The product innovation process is linked to a building process, 

which is characterised by boundary conditions like time, money, quality. The main goal is to develop a 

product, which fuiflis !he requirements better than existing produels [Oostra, 2001, p.37ff]. 

The construction product category gives lnformatlon about the innovatlon process and lts correlation with 

!he building process. 

§ 6.2.4 Innovation in the construction industry 

Accordlng to Pries the construction lndustry has remained a rigid, tradilion bound sector due to lts 

relatlvely stabie environment. But it is llkely to face substantial changes in the near futura, following some 

rapid changes in the construction market during the last two decades [Pries, 1995, p.192]. 

Halman does not agree with the general view of the construction industry as a not particularly innovative 

sector. Although there are lew Research and Development actlvities and patents, lar going innovations 

took place in construction objects, processes and organisations. Product-differentlation and long time 

cooperation offer chances to increase innovation. Pro-aclive attitude is necessary to survive. The success 

of an innovative flnal product In construction industry is dependent on the cholce lor lnnovatlve suppllers 

and the optima! utilisation of this choice as a competltive strategy [http:/twww.utwente.ni/nieuws/persl]. 

Suppliers are seen as responsible lor the main part of the innovations in construction industry. Producers 

of standard-products and system-products market !heir innovations. Architects concentrale on their 

bullding as a whole, rather than on speciflc products. Therefore architacts and aclvisors are not known lor 

contrlbuting to innovation. lf architacts cannot reallse thelr ldeas wlth standard-products, they initiale the 

development of speeltic produels logether wlth producers. Many product innovations in construction 

industry take place in the context of bullding asslgnments. Relalively lew standard-products are 

developed. Knowledge of project-related product innovation in construction industry Is hardly spread and 

somelimes even lost. New produels are not developed subsequently profiting trom existing knowledge. 

Product innovation in construction industry can be slimuialed by improving the cooperation between the 

parties involved and by improvlng the supply of information [Oostra, 2001, p.271ff]. 

There are many opinions about innovation In construction industry, but one is common: innovation and its 

circumstances in construction industry are different from other industries. 

§ 6.2.5 Effects of innovative products 

lnnovatlon brings along certain effects that can only be dealt with analytically in a llmlted way. Usually the 

effects of innovation are classified in direct (calculable) and indirect (estimable and uncertain), benefits and 

costs [Pries, 1995, p.46]. In this overview !he more general terms 'pros' and 'cons' are used lor 'benefits' 

and 'costs', especially because the term 'coats' describes financlal consequences only and is therefore 

limlting. Direct and Indirect pros and cons In time and money can either be calculated or estimated 

rationally, e.g. through a Ufe Cycle Analysis. A Llfe Cycle Analysis is a process to identify and reduce the 

Impacts of a product at all stages of its life cycle. 
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lt is a methodology of quantitative assessment that delermines the positive and nagalive effects on the 

environment, on the topics of resource depletion, manufacturing, installation methods, and recyclability 

and/or reuse. lt supports effective decision-making based on long-term perspeelive and economie certainty 

[http://www.johnbarrie.com/glossary.htm]. The biggast difficulties tor assessing an innovative product lay in 

the assessment and uncertainty of indirect uncertain pros, like the value of a building, aesthetic, quality, 

and indirect uncertain cons, such as risks. Those aspects may be decisive lor the result, considering their 

enormous potential impact on the life time cycle of a building. 

The effects of innovative produels are classified in direct calculable, indirect estimable and indirect 

uncertain [see tabla 6.2]. These classifications weight differenUy over the lilatime of a building. E.g. there is 

a rough relation of 1 :10:100 between investment casts : exploitation casts : paid salary cost over the life 

time of the building. Therefore the additional cast of an innovation can be earned back by only a fragment 

of one percent increase in employee productivity. But this direct relation is only applicable tor soma of the 

aspects within one category and is difficult to prove. Research institutions, like universities and TNO, are 

currently doing research to prove these uncertain effects. Generally the meaning of a building as 

stimulating factor tor productivity and lor internal workflows is aften underestimated and nol considered in 

important investment decisions [Kernohan e.a., 1992, p.25]. 

Table 6.2: Effects of the application of innovative products. 

lnvestment costs (energy, 
raw materials), R&D 
costs, testing costs, more 
specialist hours, 

§ 6.3 Innovative products at the Rgd 

The Rgd has the ambition to lunetion as an innovator within the Dutch construction industry. The allocation 

of tasks in building projects makes architacts or advisors of the design team the main initiators of 

innovation. The project manager weights the proposals and advises the elient Also other involved parties, 

like clients, contractors or suppliers, somelimes propose in novalive produels lor construction projects. The 

Rgd also initiales innovation through saveral programs, e.g. the 'Programma Innovatieve Technieken'. 

§ 6.3.1 Decision-making 

The attitudes of the project manager and of the elient towards risks and i nnovation play a major role in the 

decision about applying a suggested innovative product. The project manager is responsible to realise a 

housing salution that satisfies !he client, the user and the Rgd department 'Vastgoed'. Th is means that !he 

building has to be delivered in time, within the given budget and with the required quality. 
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The project manager's tasks do not baslcally change when applying innovative products, but there is a 

likely need lor more coordination. 

The timing of the initialive lor an innovative product needs to fit in the planning of the project process. 

According to the interviawed project managers and specialists, the preliminary-design-phase is !he best 

moment lor such initiatives. 

Furthermore the project manager assesses the financlal feasibility and the technica! feasibility of the 

innovative product. Thereto he gets advlee from Rgd specialists, like 'Architecten en Adviseurs'-staff, 

or/and from extemal parties. The intemal regulation of the Rgd allows commissioning services, up to 

€75.000, and works, up to €600.000, to extemal partles. The financlal feasibility Is malnly based on the 

lnvestment costs, because the calculatlon method to delermine the future rent tor the elient is rather 

complicated. Procedurally, exploitatlon costs do not need to be considered. The technica! feaslbility 

assessment proves the innovative product's achlevement and its compliance with the PoR and legal 

demands. 

The elient takes the final decision. Often this is through steering committee, or somelimes a single ellent's 

representative, who is authorised to deelde within the Rgd project organisation. The project manager 

presents the results of the tests and assessments to the authorised body for acceptance of eventual 

divergent consequences lor the construction project in terms of time, money and quality. 

§ 6.3.2 Programma Innovatieve Technieken 

One exemple of an innovatlon programme from the Rgd Is the 'Programma Innovatieve Technieken' (PIT}. 

The PIT was started in 2002, a 6 year project with a budget of € 5,5 Mlo. The goal of the PIT is to stimulate 

the research of innovative, energy reducing and CO:! reducing techniques and concepts and to introduce 

them In public buildings. The results are publishad to encourage the market to also apply those techniques 

[Ministerie van VROM, PIT]. 

The PIT process is divided into three phases: 

• Feasiblllty: The PIT-team (programme-staff) assesses with the advlee of the 'Architecten en 

Adviseurs' -staf!, if the proposed innovative technique fuiflis the given criteria for the subsidy of the 

feasibillty study, amounting to € 50.000. The result of this phase is a report. 

• Monitoring: In this phase the innovative technique is assessed in practica by placing a test. The 

results of the monitoring form the base lor the deelsion to apply an innovative technique. 

• App//catlon: The application of the innovative technique depends on the elient Hls ambitions and 

acceptance of the extra costs delermine hls decision. Often clients avoid innovative techniques, 

because of uncertainties and risks. The subsldy tor monitoring and realisation logether amounts 

to € 250.000. 

The Rgd, although often faced with innovation, does not have a common tooi to assess the application of 

innovative products. Product managers advise clients on base of their experiences and on base of the 

opinions of Rgdcolleagues like 'Architecten en Adviseurs'-staff and programme-staft A common decision

making tooi lor applying innovative produelS would reprasent a valuable communicatlon instrument lor the 

Rgd and the clients. 
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§ 6.4 Pros-Cons Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) 

Decision analysis, unlike risk analysis, does nol only focus on understanding the uncertainty associated 

with variables in a decision-making process. Decision analysis also delermines the 'utility function' and is 

appropriate if a decision achieves saveral different objectives simultaneously [Meredith ea, 1995, p.68-71]. 

§ 6.4.1 Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) 

The application of innovative produels is characterised by a mixture of monetary and non-monetary 

criteria. These criteria furthermore have a different meaning tor the llfecycle of a building. Uiarature of 

decision-making theory has pointed out !he Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) as !he best tooi tor 

looking at such a complex situation (see paragraph 6.2.5). The MCDA is a technique of disaggregating a 

complex problem into manageable criteria, of weighting the criteria, of scoring the options on the criteria 

and of reassembling a coherent overview (see table 6.3) [httpJ/www.odpm.gov.uk]. 

Table 6.3: Example lor a filled In Multl Criteria Deelsion Analysls. 

§ 6.4.2 The Pros-Cons MCDA 

The Pros-Cons MCDA is based on two different decision-making tools, the MCDA and the Six Thinking 

Hals [http://www.mindtools.com]. The idea of the Six Thinking Hals is partly used. Inslead of looking trom 

the suggested six perspectives, decision makers use two different ones: the positive point of view (Pros 

MCDA) and the nagalive point of view (Cons MCDA). 11 helps to gel a more objective view of a decision 

and to point out uncertainties and risks accompanying innovation products. 

The different steps of the Pros-Cons MCDA are shown below (see tigure 6.1 ). In the following paragraphs 

they are described in detail tor a project manager to make a quick-scan in deciding about the application of 

innovative products. Somelimes more research needs to be done about the consequences. Then an 

advisory-team will make a more detailed sensitivity analysis. This will yield more accurate results and 

recommendations. The basic steps of the Pros·Cons MCDA, however, will remain. 

The aim of the MCDA in assessing lhe application of innovative produels is the same lor a project 

manager as lor an advisory-team. Only the level of input is different. The project manager makes a quick

scan, trying to point out the fundamental consequences lor the project: a decision is nol necessarily taken. 

The advisory-team makes a detailed sensitivity analysis, pointing out detailed criteria and risks, as an input 

tor further investigations. In bath cases the aim is la acquire data to make a balanced decision. 
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De cision context 

Stake holders in project 

Value Pro MCDA Value Cons MCDA 

Flgure 6.1: The steps of the Pro-Cons MCDA, trom the project manager's point of view. 

§ 6.4.3 Decision context 

Befare using the Pros-Cons MCDA, it is important lor the project manager to gel an overall impression of 

the decision's context. The attitude and experience of the involved parties conceming innovation and risk 

are assessed, especially of the decision-maker. Within Westraven the final decision is made by the 

steering committee, reprasenting the elient Furthermore the initiator of lhe innovation and the reason lor 

the proposal are identified. Often the idea to apply in novalive produels is suggested by the design team. 

As the progress of the project is a main concern, the innovation is placed in lhe context of lhe projeet's 

current phase. Whether long product development processas are required, depends on lhe category of lhe 

suggested produel and of lhe suggested innovation. The product category inforrns aboul lhe innovation 

process and its relation with the building process (see paragraph 6.2.3). The classification of innovation 

helps to assess the innovalion and lhe needed time lor Research and Development (see paragraph 6.2.2). 

Options- second best alternative 

Good decisions are only laken if multiple options are compared. 11 is nol sufficient to weigh the nagalive 

amongst the positive aspects, as there are many incomparable factors involved. Also design teams may 

lorgel to consider alternatives, because of enthusiasm about the innovative product. An initialed innovative 

product can somelimes nol be integrated fully in the existing design or lesled well enough. Therefore the 

project manager asks the design team to generale alternatives lor the suggested in novalive product. 
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Oostra suggests a national database lor collecting inlormation about project-related product innovation. lt 

should inform about innovative produels and techniques, experiences, lifetime, possible combinations and 

other data. This national databank can daliver valuable Input when developing innovative produels and 

when choosing alternatives loran innovative product [www.bouwtechnologie.nl]. 

§ 6.4.4 Decision criteria for innovative products 

The MCDA can include a large number of deelsion criteria lor judging the application of an innovative 

product. All the critica! criteria to identify the best choice lor project and process need to be considered, 

dependlog on the situation and using different points of view. The evaluation is usually insensitive to 

marglnally relevant criteria. However, the chosen criteria should be independent from each other, so that 

the score on one criterion is unaffected by other criteria The given list {see appendix 6.1) suggests criteria 

but is not complete or specific. Within the MCDA the list of criteria can easily be extended or reduced. 

Risk categorles of RISMAN 

The RISMAN (Risk-management for projects) method uses seven risk categories in order to identify all 

possible project risks [http://www.risman.nll). As these categories cover all the important issues In 

construction industry, they form the basic division lor the criteria list of innovatlve produels (see table 6.4). 

Tabla 6.4: RISMAN categones and some classifled criteria for innovative products. 

Other decision criteria 

Table 6.5 lists some relevant deelsion criteria lor innovative produels given by lilarature (see tabla 6.5). 

Table 6.5: Ot11er decislon criteria tor lnnovative products. 

§ 6.4.5 Value 

The value consists of the weight of the criteria and of the scala of the options. 

Weight the criteria 

The numeric walghts added to the individual criteria of an MCDA reileet the serlal importance of each 

individual criterion. Mostly a scala from 0 till100 is used, but basically any other scala is possible as long 

as it is handled consequently. 
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As discussed earlier, it is important to consider the effects of looking at the innovative product throughout 

the building's lile cycle. Basically long-term advantages weigh more, but somatimes the investment is 

inappropriate and does notfit within the actual budget (see paragraph 6.2.5). 

Score the options 

The different options of an MGDA are scored on scales. The scales can either be relativa, camparing the 

given options directly, or be fixed, camparing the options to a standard. Fixed scales define the zero point 

lor a given criterion as the lowest acceptable value. In construction industry minimum standards are fixed 

by law. Fixed scales define a specific number of points as maximum feasible, defining a hypothetical 

option as a top-scorer. Fixed scales offer the possibility to evaluate options serially: later suggested 

options can be included in the decision. To ensure valid results, however, it is important to check the 

consistency of the scores, within and between the criteria. Somatimes several iterations may be needed to 

attain consistency. 

Pros and Cons value 

The weight of the criteria and the score of the options are both done from two different points of view. For 

the Pros MGDA the chosen criteria and the options are weighted and scaled from a positive point of view, 

lor the Gons MGDA from a negative one. Basically any professional stakahoider of the project could do 

both. However, it is usalul to note that initiators of innovations generally are less likely to perceive !heir 

failing andreport a higher level of commitment tothem (Symposium: Hultink, 2004]. 

11 criteria or options in the Pros MGDA are perceived very different from those in the Gons MGDA, 

uncertainties are discovered. Possible bottlenecks lor the decision-making process and lor the application 

of the innovative product are pointed out. lt may be necessary in a later stadium of the decision-making 

process to clarify the relativa importance by doing extra research. 

OveraU value 

The overall value of each option is the sum of all the weighted averages, where the scores in each option 

are multiplied by the criteria weights expressed as decimals. This is valid arithmetic in practica 

[http://www.odpm.gov.uk]. 

§ 6.4.6 Examine the results 

The Pros MGDA and the Gons MGDA point out the best solution from the specific point of view. The option 

with the higher score is in both cases the best. Somelimes the two MGDA's may clearly identify one option 

as favourable. 11 the innovative product scores best, the project manager considers the classification of the 

innovation (see table 6.1]. Then he decides to present the result to the elient or to further investigate the 

innovative product. For this purpose, he can establish a temporary advisory-team (see paragraph 6.4.8). 

The rasuit may turn out to be unexpected. lt is then important to explore the discrepancies between the 

MGDA results and people's intuitions. The temporary advisory-team can revise the results. 

The MGDA's may also give opposing results or very small differences between the options in both of the 

MGDA's. Somelimes the Pro versus Gons graph can give advice (see ligure 6.3). The x-axis indicates the 

maximum possible overall value lor the Gons MGDA, the y-axis the maximum of the Pros MGDA. The pro 

and the cons scores lor the innovative product are inserted. The graph suggests three possible 

conclusions, depending from the position of the intersection. 
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The dark surface indicates negative advice about applying the innovative product, as the general score for 

this option is low. The light surface indicates that !he general score for this option is high; it is likely to 

apply the innovative product. Also in this case an advisory team should be considered. The white zone in 

the graph describes an unclear result and suggests establishing a temporary advisory-team to consider 

the implications revealed by the MCDA's. 

Con&MCDA 

Even lhough !he quick-scan does not always provide a clear 

recommendation, it gives a better insight about !he impact of 

applying an innovative product compared with at least one 

altemative. That gives a good input for the advlsory-team and for 

the management of the construction process and project. 

Flgure 6.3: Pros versus cons graph lor lnnovalive product. 

§6.4.7 Sensitivity analysis of the advisory-team 

The temporary advisory-team is llked to be formed from 'Architecten en Adviseurs'-staff, programme-staft 

and portfolio-managers, all from Rgd, supported by external experts. Basically !he advlsory-team works on 

an innovation project, independent from the actual con&truction project. 

The assignment for the advisory-team Is not only to recommend a declslon, but also to identify the 

uncertainties and risks, which may need to be dealt with, and to finally formulate control measures to limit 

them. In a series of meetings the advlsory-team examines !he MCDA results of the project manager's 

quick scan, tests the findings for !heir valldlty and makes the sensitivity analyses of the Pro-Cons MCDA. A 

sensitivity analysis provides a means for examining to which extent uncertainty about the input or 

disagreement between people make a difference to the final overall results. Stakeholders of the project 

may not agree on the choice of criteria, the critena's serial weight and the option's scores. Even though the 

sensitivity analysis may not provide a different result, it definitively provides new input lor the assessment 

of the innovative product and lts effects. The advlsory-team can discover uncertaln and risky aspects and 

can recornmend control measures e.g. extra tests to external advisors. The advisory-team fellows the 

samesteps as the project manager when doing !he Pros-Cons MCDA (see ligure 6.2): 

• Chose the criteria, also less important ones and from different point of views; 

• Value the criteria and the options. from points of views of different people; 

• Examina the results, formulate recommendations and control measures. 

The result of the sensitivity analysls Is a report of recommendations and control measures for the project 

manager, about the consequences of applying !he innovative (or the alternative) product for project and 

process. 
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§ 6.4.8 The decision 

The final decision, whether to apply an innovative product or an altemative, is taken by the client. He may 

need to pay tor higher investments through the rent and is confronteet with the consequences of the 

choice. The pros and the cons over the building's lifetime of the options are made clear. Baseet on this 

lnformation from the project manager, the elient can make a better-founded decision. 

§ 6.5 Conclusions and recommendations 

In this research a decision-making tooi, the Pros-Cons MCDA, was developed. lt maps out the pros and 

the cons of the application of an innovative product within a construction project. The tooi presents a 

framewerk lor the Rgd and lts clients to gel insight about the impact of the innovative product in order to 
come to a balanced deelsion concerning lts appilcatlon. it fits in with the actual multi-party decislon-making 

process of the Rgd, in which the Pros-Cons MCDA is a support tooi tor all the project managers. Choices 

and recommendations about applying innovative produels get transparent 

The tooi helps to oompare the innovative product with aitematives. The single options are scaled on 

weighted criteria trom a posltive (Pro MCDA) and a negative point of view (Cons MCDA). The given criteria 

list is elasslfied in the seven RISMAN categorles and developed in base of relevant literature, adding 

important aspectsof innovative produels tor building projects. When weighting the criteria, life cycle costs 

tor buildings and long-term effects need to be taken into account. By sealing the options lor the criteria, 

consequences of the options are displayed. By oomparing the values of the Pres MCDA with those of the 

Cons MCDA, uncertainties are made explicit, pointing out possible weaknesses lor the project. The Pros

Cons MCDA gives the project manager the chance to manage process and project in a structured way. 

The Pros-Cons MCDA is a communication tooi tor application of innovative produels within the Rgd. The 

assessment of the innovation is based on a structureel approach inslead of on intuition and bias. The 

criteria list considers the Interests of the project manager and of the elient, of the process and of the 

project. Therefore a global overview of the effects of innovative produels and alternativescan be given. 

Baseet on the advlee of the project-manger, the elient can make a well faundeel choice. Hls actual choice of 

the elient depends trom his attitude towards risk and innovation. lt is important that clients focus their 

deelsion on the life cycle costs and on long-term vision of the building, nol only on lnvestment costs. The 

clear overview of consequences supports the ellent's deelsion tor applying innovatlve products. 

The Pros-Cons MCDA is easy to use. The welghting of the criteria and the sealing of the options may need 

soma practice in the beginning in order to ensure consistency in valuing. The Pros-cons MCDA can be 

made on different detaileet levels. The project manager can do the quick-scan and the advisory team 

ondertakes the more detailed sensitivity analysis. 

Recommendation 

The suggested criteria-list of the Pros-Cons MCDA cannot be complete because all projects are unique. 

However, the list reminds the project manager about commonly important aspects related to innovations. 

He should be aware of the opportunity to extend the list. The knowledge of the Rgd about innovative 

product processas is valuable information lor a decision-making process and tooi. Evaluating the tooi 

regulariy in lts inceplion period will give usefullnput lor improvement. 
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Chapter 7 Property management and elient demand 

Leon Erkelens 

§ 7.1 Introduetion 

The Rgd realises and exploits the real estate of the Dutch central government. As such it is not allowed to 

develop without guaranteed tenancy, unless soma strict criteria are followed. The Rgd therefore practically 

always designs lor a known cllent. Thls ereales a complex relationship between the real estale Interests of 

the Rgd and the user needs of the elient This complex relationship is the context of the research 

described in this chapter. 

§ 7.1.1 Occasion 

In Westraven the ambition of the elient RWS has to be translated. The RWS therefore plays an Important 

role in the project organisation (see ligure 2.1.). The question that needs to be answered now that the 

design is finished, is whether the traditional approach for these kind of projects is the best way to achleve 

a rasuit in accordance with the ambitions and satisfactory to the end-users. The user satisfactlon is 

important to the Rgd, because it is their ambition to serve thelr elient as well as possible. However, 

because of !heir real estale Interests it is also important lor the Rgd to develop lor future users as well. In 

this respect the goal of the project is to realise a marketabie facility that increases the productivity of lts 

users. 

lt seems a paradox to ereale an office building that is long term marketabie and yet supporling a specific 

organisatlon to increase the productivity of !heir employees. At the start of a project it is the responsibility 

of the account manager of the Rgd Frontoffice to find the right match between the real estale portfolio and 

the elient demand. In !hls the project manager can be asked lor advlee and support if necessary. This 

support by the project manager of the Rgd is the focus of !hls chapter. 

§ 7.1.2 Problem definition 

Durlng the design phase !he project manager encounters, from hls contact with the users, demands that 

fail in the establishment of needs as formulated in the Program of Requirements. 

§ 7.1.3 Objective 

The goal of the research is to ereale a model that helps the project manager of the Rgd to structure the 

clianfs inventory of user needs. 
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§ 7.1.4 Research questions 

In order to develop the model the following questions had to be answered: 

• What has been done to make an Ioventory of !he user needs? 

• Is the user perspeelive an inlegral pert of !he design process? 

• In what way can !he Rgd supportthe inventory of user needs? 

The following paragraphs first describe saveral topics concerning !he user-building relationship as i! is 

found in llterature. Secondly !he case study 'Westraven' wlll be looked at more in detail, especially to the 

position of !he elient in the project organisation. After that the developed modelto help the project manager 

support !he elient is described and explained, leading finally to the conclusions and recommendations. 

§ 7.2 Literature study 

To understand !heuser-building relationship some items derlved from the literature study will bedescribed 

in this paragraph. Paragraph 7.2.1 looks at the current insights in facilily management. Paragraph 7.2.2 

deals with programmingin the pre-design phase with special attention to the elient organisation and the 

user. In the next paragraph productivity is described in relation to user participation. This participation is 

closely linked to paragraph 7.2.4 that deals with evaluation as an important tooi lor designers to obtain 

information. 

§ 7.2.1 Relation between building and organisation 

The first form of eensclous fit between the building and the organisation is to follow !he demands lhat are 

formulated in the PoR of the elient This direct fit approach has some difliculties. A loose conneetion 

between the building and !he organisation gives the organisation more llexibility. Because !he building is 

part of a slow process and of the environment (spatially, economically and ecologically) it is better to alm 

lor a durable qualily. A building that not only fits the organisation at one moment in time, but is also able to 

follow the changes of !he organisation is called a 'highly optimlsed office building' [Mooij, 2003). 11 is 

recommendable to ereale a highly optimised office building as an improved form of an organisation

specific equipped building. A highly optimised office building is based on a strategie layout of !he core 

process. The needs and a space planning are visualised In relation dlagrams and bubble diagrams. For a 

good deelsion process it is necessary to have a basic knowledge of office concepts and !he financial, 

technica! and organisalional consequences. Rentenaar argues that conlinuous communication between 

!he organisational process and the accommodation process is assentlal for a satisfactory result 

[Rentenaar, 2002). A highly optimised olfice building, lhough, should be aible to be satisfactory also to 

other organisations wilh oomparabie core processes. 

§ 7.2.2 Programming 

More elfort in intermalion gatharing trom !he user in the programming phase (initiative and definition) wilt 

lmprove the PoR as well as !he involvement of the users with !he project Figure 7.1 shows !he process of 

programmingas described by William Pena [Sanoff, 1992, p.7]. 
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Goals Facta Concepts Needs 

Function 

Form 

Economy 

Time 

Energy 

Flgure 7.1: Process of programming as described by Wllliam Pena. 
Sourr;e: Sanoff (1992) 

Westraven 

Problem 

Statement 

The first step in this process is formulating goals. For each of the 5 determinants of design the goals 

should ba established, the facts should be collected, the concepts (possible solutlons) should ba 

uncovered, and the needs shoutd ba determined. In the case of the Rgd this is mainly the responsibility of 

the elient organisation. The advisor will supply the scope and the questions to be ask.ad concerning the 5 

determinants. When Pena's matrix is completed, it gives enough lnformation to come to an accurate 

problem statement, which is the start of the design phase. 

Within !hls programming phase the elient and users need to be slimuialed and assisted. In hls model 

Rentenaar offers extensive checklists lor different facility categones that offer a framework not only lor the 

programming phase, but also the other phases. 

§ 7.2.3 Productivity 

Much attention should ba given to the factors that influence the productivity of the users. The following 

quote forms an argument, staling that "a common rule of thumb used to oompare major costs over the 

lifetime of a building is the 1 :10:100 rule - that oparating costs (energy, maintenance, rates) are 

approximately 10 per cent of the total costof a building (capita! and rentals), which is in turn approximately 

1 0 per cent of the salaries paid to employees over the life of the building. lt can ba argued therefore that 

an impravement in productivity of 0. 1 per cent over the life of a building wilt more than pay lor lts initia! 

cost." [Kernohan, 1992, p. 25]. In the context of this study we are interestad in the inttuenee of the office 

building and the facilities on user productivity. 

User participation in the design process wilt have several benefits for the community, the users ànd the 

architects. Meeting the social needs wilt lead to increased effective utilisation of resources. Furthermore 

the users wilt get a sense of involvement that is important lor their satisfaction. Another result will ba the 

fact that architects wilt gel real information about users instead of information based upon (often rather 

good) assumptions about !he user needs [Kernohan, 1992]. 
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§ 7.2.4 Evaluation 

For a good insight In the neeels lor both users and providers lt Is Important to evaluate existlng facilitles. 

For a design process the results of the evaluatlon of other slmHar projects can give valuable Input, but also 

the evaluation of the current facllity of the organlsatlon is important. In the ligure of Appendix 3.1. this is 

called the Pre-move evaluation. 

The ligure shows evaluation as an inlegral aspect of proparty management during the litetime of a facility. 

This paragraph will first describe the generic evaluatlon process like it could ba executed lor the current 

facility. Then it will describa Post Occupancy Evaluation like it could be executed on similar projects. 

Generic Evaluation Process 

The evaluations mentloned in the fsgure aan ba organised as Generic Evaluatlon Processas 

[Kemohan,1992, chapter 3]. The Generic Evaluation Process takes three sets of people. The first are the 

participant groups, who evaluate the building and reprasent the different Interests in a building. Typically 

there are some 5 to 10 groups with 3-7 partielpants each. The second set is one or more facilltators, who 

assist partleipants to make their evaluations. Finally the managers, who authorise the evaluatlon, are the 

third set The process consistsof an introductory meeting, a tourlng interview and a review meeting. 

During the introductory meeting a lacilitator informs !he partlelpants about the evaluation process to make 

sure they will ba able to provide relevant feedback. The touring interview is basically walking around the 

facility with the group and commenting on the aspects that were decided to locus on in the Introduotory 

meeting. lt is very important that a lacilitator takes notes. The data lrom the evaluation are sorted in the 

review meeting. The information gathered has to ba transformed into a usabie format by !he facllitators. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation 

The Post Occupancy Evaluatlon (POE) aims to produce "organised information" to designers and building 

owners. This will enable them to reduce the uncertalnty in maklng design decisions. POE can have 

different goals. One of the major goals is learning the satlsfaction of the elient and user wlth the building. A 

typical POE team conslsts of an architect, a machanical engineer, an electrlcal engineer and a 

psychoiogist 

POE often traces a building mallunetion to a false assumption in the programming process. The alm Is to 

replace the amount of assumptions with facts, thus reinforcing the programming process. This in turn will 

imprave the evaluation of the design during the design process. The quality of lnformation, communication 

and decision-maklng will improve. 

There are three levels in which a POE can be carrled out. The first level is an indicative POE, to quickly 

identify major successas and failures. The following level is an investigative POE in which, besides the 

actlans of the lndicative POE, evaluative criteria are formulated from lilarature search and comparison with 

analogous situations. The most detailed level is a diagnoslic POE. Using many data collection methods, 

these studies are long-term in nature and tand to focus on a building type, rather than on a partlcuiar 

lacllify. 
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§ 7.3 Casestudy Westraven 

The relationship we are dealing with in this study is between the Rgd and their governmental clients. In this 

special relatlonship the ministry of Transport and Hydraulic Engineering (Verkeer & Waterstaat), the RWS 

and the Rgd edited a brochure called 'leidraad Huisvesting' (Accommodation Guideline) to share a clear 

communication. For each phase in the building process the actloos expected from the raspeelive parties 

are described. Since a project like Westraven happens only once in 15 years for the elient organisation 

they need support from the Rgd to efficiently and completely fulfil their responsibilities as described in the 

Accommodation Guideline. This paragraph will first look at the position of the RWS as elient organlsation 

during the project. Secondly a subparagraph describes the architect's position within the project 

§ 7.3.1 Position of the RWS 

The user participation in the design process is present in different ways and also at different levels. The 

user perspeelive has two levels: the RWS organlsation and the individual RWS employee. 

The following sections will describe the saveral ways in which the RWS is involved In the project. The 

organisatlon diagram (see figure 2.1) is helpfut for the reader to see some of the relations. 

Steering committee 

In the Steering cammiltee the board of directars of the RWS represents the user. The general Interests of 

the organisation as a user are at stake here. This is where the real estale Interests of the Rgd and the 

elient Interests of the RWS are discussed. 

Particlpation group 

The particlpation group is a representative group of people within the RWS. They interpret the inquiries, 

help formulatlng the ambitions and follow the design process to tormulale recommendatlons. They have no 

deelsion authorlty. The project managers and the Steering cammiltee conslder the recommendatlons. 

Withln Westraven the participatlon group was activa at start. later in the project their interest decreased 

and thelr actlvlty was mainly reactlve, though still relevant. 

Workshop 

To formulate the ambltlons of the project two one-day workshops were held. The partielpants from the 

RWS consisled of representatlves of the board, project management and other relevant people like 

membars of the partlclpatlon group. The partleipants from the Rgd consisled of representatlves of 

Frontofflce, project management and Architacts & Advlsors. The input lor these sasslons was a list of 

items, put logether by the project manager of tha RWS based on former Po R's, and the professionalinput 

from the Rgd concerning tha implications of posslble innovatlons. Tha rasuit was a tormulation of the 

ambition for tha project. 

Excursion 

An excursion to Bartin was organlzed In January 2004 to look at saveral government bulldlngs. The goal 

was to find out what kind of almesphare for tha interlor would ba desirabie for Westraven. The group 

consisled of the RWS employees. Thay ware to axpress thair reactlon on the visited raferenee projects. 

The result was roughly that thay vary much liked the use of wood and colourad accentsin tha interior. This 

has led to a dispute with Cepezed architects, who raalise all their projects in mainly in glass and steel. 
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Evaluation 

No lormal evaluations of the user satisfaction are planned to take place after building occupation. Still this 

is important information for !he object manager (responsible during the use phase) and the Rgd in genera!. 

The object manager will possibly be able to implament minor changes because of the evaluation. More 

important is the information that is useful for future projects of the Rgd. lt is still open whether a structural 

use of Post Occupancy Evaluation will be executed. 

§ 7.3.2 Position ofthe Architect 

In the selection of !he architect, the choice tor Cepezed was made by the RWS partly because of the fact 

that they, more than Herzog, paid attention to the wishes of the user. Because of the tact that the architect 

is of key lmportance to the use quallty of the project it is good to be sure of the architects' ability to design 

with the user-perspective. Still it is argued In literature that it is important nol to trust on the architects' 

assumptlons about what the user would like, but to use methods to find the real needs of the user. User 

participation should add the expertise of users, being different trom the architects' expertise, to the 

research (Sanoff, 1992]. 

The architect somelimes communicates dlrectly with the user to onderstand !heir needs. The danger of 

!hls direct communication lies in the fact that !he project manager is bypassed. For a project manager, 

being responsibis tor the management of time and money, this user-archltect communication can causa 

him to lose controt Therelore it should be made clear in the project organisation that !he basic rule will be 

that there is no contact between the architect and the user. Of course lor the architect to do hls job right 

exceptions could be made as long as these are clearly manageable for the project manager. An example 

of this is !he meetings in the plan team, where project team and design team come together. In the 

Westraven project the plan team gathered six times. To have better user-fit soluilons it is possibly 

recommendable to increase the number of plan team meetings. Or better not only the plan team meeting, 

because this is nol necessarily a good representation of the user. 

This paragraph described the Westraven projact in relation totheuser demands. 11 focused on the position 

of the elient and that of the architect. The next paragraph will describe the model that deals with the 

position of the project manager. 

§ 7.4 Model 

The goal of the model is to find one structured methad tor gatharing information trom the elient and the 

user. When lt is structured in the sameformat lor every large project of the Rgd the evaluation of the one 

building will provide valuable information lor the other project, because the information is comparable. Only 

when it is consciously used, it wiil provide value lor the knowledge base of the Rgd. 

In relation to the model saveral proposlilons based on the research are made: 

• Structuring the lnformation of elient demand and evaluations in a oomparabie way will help find 

solutions that willlead to highly marketabie real estale that increases the productivity of the users. 

• The demands and wishes of the employees of one specific organisation tor one speeltic project 

contain information about employees in genera!. 

• The work processas of the organisation will be slmilar to general concepts. 
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As staled in the introduetion of this chapter the goal of this research is to ereale a model that helps the 

project manager of the Rgd to support the account manager in the inventory of user needs. 11 will help to 

find ways to improve user productivity through the office building and facilities. This inventory is not maant 

to ereale an organisation-specific building, but to have input trom the users to realise a highly optimised 

building. Roughly 50-60% of the Rgd-projects is implicitly specific {museums, palaces and monuments lor 

example) and therefore has no obvious advantage trom POE's and standard solutions leading to this 

highly optimised buildings. 

Those projects are expressly nol the focus of this chapter and will be recognised as such by the account 

manager. Of the other 40-50% it is nol so obvious. Those projects contain opportunities to find new ways 

of realising real estale in a rather standardised way without losing sight of the needs of the end-users. 

This chapter describes the support matrix in its preliminary form. This support matrix structures 

communication between the account manager and the project manager. 11 combines the various methods 

of information gatharing with the information needed. Paragraph 7.4.1 looks at the role of the project 

manager and the account manager within the initiative- and definition phase. The following paragraph will 

describe the support matrix. The matrix structures the information gatharing and the communication 

between the project manager and account manager. The third paragraph will explain the usage of the 

support matrix. 

§ 7.4.1 The project manager 

In the initiative- and definition phase !he project manager of the Rgd can be asked to act as consultant lor 

Frontoffice by the account manager but also lor the directorale proparty management by the portfolio 

manager. Figure 7.3 shows the responsibilities through the process trom initialive to maintenance. At the 

start of the process the account manager of the Frontoffice is responsibis lor the initialive and definition 

phase, making a match between the elient and proparty management. Alter the definition phase the 

project is handed over to the project manager. During the first phases the project manager is already 

starting to build the project organisation and is taking actions like the inventory of risks and lhe first steps 

in time management. The support matrix is used within the box "support by project manager". Important to 

note is the feedback-loop trom the POE. 

PvE 
Flgure 7.3: Model of !he process. 
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Precondition of the final functioning of the model is a well-structured knowledge management database 

within the Rgd that provides relevant intermation tor oomparisen of the new project with ether projects. At 

this moment the intermation of evaluations are nol systematically stored. For this kind of information the 

Rgd leans on individual tacit knowledge. 

Flgure 7.4: Relatlon between portfolio manager, account managerand project manager during inHiative and definitlon. 

Figure 7.4 visualises the relationship of the portfolio manager, the account manager and the project 

manager in the initialive phase. The account manager operales mainly at the level of the needs of the user 

organisation and the wishes that are put forward there. The project manager has to make sure a building is 

realised that will serve the needs of the end-users. He is responsible tor the reality check of the wishes. In 

the current situation this is oflen not carried out simultaneously, causing tedious reconsiderations of the 

definition of needs. In the model the project- and account manager werk on expectation management in 

which the aim is notereale the impression that all elient wishes will come through. Ambitions are always a 

combination of wishes and possibilities. 

§ 7.4.2 Support Matrix 

This paragraph wilt describe the support matrix as a framework of the Pre-Design Research. The 

coordination of this research will be in the hands of the project manager, whereas the account manager is 

mainly working on the parallel process of programming. The results of the Pre-Design Research are 

inextricably linked to the programming. The matrix In this paragraph is a tooi tor structuring the Pre-Design 

Research. In this matrix the framewerk of Pre-Design Research of the elient organisation is put logether 

(see tigure 7.5 and Appendix 7.2.). 

Flgure 7.5: Condensed version of !he support matrix. 
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The information needed lor the design is placed on the vertical axis and forms a checklist. The horizontal 

axis shows the six methods of retrieving information. In the matrix the coloured fields indicate the most 

logical relation between a certain checklist item and a method. The marks indicate a relation between the 

checklist items and the different methods. The project manager deeldes on what method is used per item. 

The department of Advise within the Rgd should be able to provide this method covering those items in a 

way that is conform to the structure of the information from proparty managements' POE's. The action to 

fill in the inquiries is then the responsibility of the client-organisation. 

In this paragraph the six methods are described first and the checklist will be explained. 

Methods 

The six methods lor ratriaving information are placed in subsequent order. However, this order does not 

necessarily have to be followed. The intention of the chronology is to stepwise filter the information. 

lnformation that is retrieved from the first method does not need to be retrieved in one of the other 

methods. Roughly the more laborieus methods are placed in the end. lt is important that the information 

will have a fixed format that is compatible with information from other projects. This is to make a clear 

comparison between the information of the current project and the evaluation of other projects. 

The direct data are directly available within the elient organisation. This is often the information on which 

the basic program of requirements is established. From this information the relevant accommodation 

information should be derived. This can only be done properly when a fixed format exists in which the 

elient organisation has to daliver the information. The account manager will make this information available 

lor the project manager. Most likely the available data will be insuflicient to inform about the real needs of 

the organisation. Therefore it will be necessary to explore the item further through one of the other 

methods in the support matrix. 

A user inquiry aims to have a questionnaire lilled in by the whole or a large representative part of the 

popuiatien of the elient organisation. lt tries to gat real information about the user perspective. To get this 

information multiple choice questions combined with open questions can be asked to generata strong 

ideas. These ideas are helplul to lormulale the ambition and PoR. 

lnteNiews cover more or less the same topics as the usar's inquiry. When following an inquiry it is to verify 

the conclusions that can be drawn from that inquiry. Interviews can also stand on themselves. For example 

it can be used to signal possible resistance to certain (innovative) concepts within the organisation. For the 

architect to understand the organisation needs the project manager could decide the interviews to be 

executed by the architect. 

From sociology it is known that much is to be learned from observation. Through observation discrepancy 

between the common impression and the actual behaviour of the people can be discovered. To be 

executed correctly it needs good preparatien and professional observers. Because of this it will only be 

executed under very special circumstances. 
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Following the Generic Evalustion Process as described in the second paragraph of this chapter the 

evaluation will focus on the current facilities of the organisation. it trias to unveii aspects of the user 

perspective that are not foreseen in the other methods through the associative working of the building ltself 

during the touring interview. Doing an evaluation of the current housing facilities will give insight In the 

strong and weak points. From the generaled knowledge improvements lor the new situation can be 

formulated. 

The workshop addresses meetings that play a cruelal rol& in the decision-process of the project. The form 

of a workshop dlff~rs trom a normal meeting in that it specifically slimuiales creativity. Within this workshop 

a representative group of the organisation has to define the goals and constraints lor the project. To be 

able to do this the group should have adequate authority. Support from the management team is crucial. 

People from all layers within the organisation are represented in the group. An external expert preferably 

facilltates the workshop. 

This persen could be a professional process counsellor. In the support matrix the workshop is the final 

step, where gaps in the lnformation trom the other methods Is dlscussed and an ambition is formulated. 

The interrelatlonshlp between the six methods is one of filling in gaps and cross verification. lf the direct 

data give sufficlent inforrnation for the project, it is nol necessary to execute any of the other methods. But 

still additlonal inlormation and verification trom interviews and workshops is important to gat insight in the 

needs of the user. 

CheckHst 

In the support matrix the vertlcal axis contains a checklist. The basis of the checklist is the quasiion ''what 

do you need to know from the elient/elient organisation?". Every project starts with an inventory of the user 

demand. The start of the project is therefore the ultimata moment to study the clients' organisation and lts 

work processes. In the perspeelive of the Rgd it is not only important to define the specific current 

demands, but to campare them to rather standard solutions and to enrich these standard soluilons with 

new information. This will ereale an instrument to deal with the ussr-building relationship in a changlng 

Rgd. 

The formation of the checklist Is starled with a list from the study of Uebergen [Liebergen, 1999]. This list 

shows items ranglng from clear statlsticallnforrnation to aspects of culture. The list is arranged in levels. 

The items on the main level (see ligure 3.5.) are briefly described below. Once more it is stressed that !hls 

checklist Is very much open to change. In the long run 1t should become compatible with future POE 

checklists. 

Personnet data can be easlly provided by the direct data of the elient organisation. The persennel data try 

to give an overview of the positlons, the number of people with that position, contract types and deviations. 

Many organisations will show rather oomparabie proportions. 

lnformation about the Organ/satlon, logether with the persennel data, inlorrns about the work processas of 

the elient that the facility will have to support. The main point of comparison is whetiher it concerns a 

project-, functional- or matrix organisation. 
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Culture: The lormal identity of the elient organisation forms the relerenee lor the characterization of the 

culture. lt Is important to know whether a type of facility will fit to the cuiture or not. 

The experience with the current faailities is a souree of information lor the demands that have to be lultilled 

in a new facility. 

Workplace wishes deals with the quality of the workplace as a central questlon of thls category in the 

checklist. 1t is the crucial part of the project lor the satisfaction of the employees. 

Adjacency deals with the physical relations between employees or functions. Relation dlagrams can be 

drawn tor the analysis of this issue. Highly optimised office buildings largely base !heir concepts on these 

diagrams. 

Housing ambition can be formulated based on the informations trom the inquiry and interviews. The 

workshop will be the central moment where through discussion !he ambition is formulated in relation to the 

available budget. 

The items of the checklist in the matrix does nol pretend to be complete. The list is open to change or even 

replacement by another checklist. For example it could be replaced or combined with items lor the 

Program of Requirements. In cooperatlon with the account manager !he project manager can decide upon 

what checklist to use. The following paragraph describes !he posslble steps !he project manager can take. 

§ 7.4.3 Usage ofthe matrix 

The support matrix wlll help the project manager to oompare !he demands of !he user of the speeltic 

project to concepts !hal are able to facilitate different work processes. Below 5 steps are outllned that will 

explaln the steps in which the project manager can use the model. 

1. Choosing a checklist 

From the POE's and also from the information of !he portfolio of the Rgd there should be checklists that 

are applicable tor different kinds of demands. The categorization is based on the main work processas of 

the facilities. For many of the office builelinga by the Rgd the main work processas are very similar. 

Currently the POE's are nol implemenled in such a structural way that generalizations into checklists are 

possible. The checklist therefore wil! be eliher the one In this chapter, or (a selection of) the Program of 

Requirements. The project manager will be able to choosa a checklist tor the matrix, basad on hls 

experience. 

2. Filling in the matrix 

This means first filling in as much data as possible that are directly available from the elient organisation 

and then to deelde on other methods for further information gathering. For the major part the actual 

gatharing is to be delegated to the elient organisation. The project manager is to check whether the 

information is available in the right format for u sa. 
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3. Comparing with concepts 

The information will show overlap with office concepts. This overlap will give insight to what extent a 

standard office will be able to provide a satisfactory result. Especially in this step the competence of the 

project manager to make the link between the Ioventory of the needs and the possibilities of existing 

techniques is important. 

4. Advising the account manager 

In case a standard office will most likely be satisfactory, it is possible to communieale this clearly to the 

elient When the elient agrees it could lead to Turnkey-like approaches reducing the time of the process. In 

case a standard office will most likely not be satisfactory, the project wil! be processed in !he way the Rgd 

usually does. 

S. Provldlog real estate with valuable information 

The lnformation of !hls specific project contains information that is new and generic. This informatlon is 

valuable to real estate, because i! helps to improve !he new version of the checklist 

§ 7.5 Conclusions and recommendations 

Conclusions 

Withln Westraven there has been intensive communication between !he Rgd and the RWS. The tasks and 

responsibillties were clearly dlstributed in !he project plan and !he project organisation. Still !he position of 

the user in the process can be improved. 

In literature several argumentscan be found concerning this Issue. First, the user and the developer both 

benefit from realizing a highly optimised building. Secondly more elfort in information gatharing from the 

user in the programming phase (initiative and definition) wil! imprave the Program of Requirements and 

also !he involvement of !he users with the project. Further on, user participation in the design process wil! 

lmprove the satisfaction on workplace-level, thus lncreasing productivity. Finally, evaluation as an inlegral 

aspect of proparty management wil! be beneficia! lor future projects. 

The model presenled in this chapter aims to Integrale evaluation with Pre-Design Research. The support 

matrix offers a framework for the project manager to structure hls consultant task in the initialive and 

definition phase of Rgd projects. The project manager wil! have to organise the gatharing of information 

from the elient dernand through the six methods: direct data, inquiry, interviews, observation, evaluation 

and workshops. The checklist of needed information trom the elient is related to these methods. For the 

relatively standard projects thls checklist should be compatible with the results of future Post Occupancy 

Evaluatlons, because then the Rgd wil! be able to categorlze types of office building based on real 

intermation about end-user needs. In some 40% of the Rgd projects much overlap of the demand with one 

of those categories will be the case. This would enable the Rgd to convince !he elient of !he rather generio 

quality of !heir specific project. Experience in this will help to speed up the deelsion making process and 

could also lead to more anticipative development in futura. In other words: !he model brings logether !he 

current demands with generic supply. 
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The support matrix will only tunetion when it is integratad with the other processes during the initiative- and 

definition phase. lt will takesome pilots to make lt work. 

lncreasing the number of plan team meetings will improve the architects' sensitivity for the user 

perspeelive and prevent the architect to contact the user outside of the project organisation. 

Within the Rgd there is a knowledge ei rele for office innovation. This circle tends to focus on new concepts 

without feedback trom end-users. The project manager wifl be supported more by this circle if the Rgd tries 

to form knowledge bases to categorize concepts tor optima! solutions. 
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Appendix 3.1 Decision-making model for procurement 

The input of the model 

The input of the decision-making model is the general praeurement strategy of the elient and the project 

plan. The praeurement strategy is formulated by the board/management team and indicates the way of 

procuring works and services. The transformation of this strategy to project level occurs between the 

project manager and decision maker. The project plan consists of an overview about the project 

requirements, e.g. time, money and quality. 

The starting point: the werking hypothesis 

The working hypothesis is the starting point of the model. In the case of 

the RWS the hypothesis is: "One contract tor all invo/ved parties in all 

the project phases on the basis of functional requirements". This means 

that the whole project scope is enclosed: design, build, finance, operate, own and maintenance. All the 

project risks are submilled to the involved parties. The underlying considerations to arrive at this working 

hypothesis are: more invalvament of market parties in the praeess, easier to involve lila cycle analysis and 

a more ration al way of decision- making. 

The decision-making model lor preeurement contains eight steps. Hereafter, a short description is given 

per step. 

Step 1: Determining the preeurement framewerk 

The praeurement framewerk consists of preconditions, starting-points 

and uncertainties. Preconditions are enforced trom the strategy and 

policy and are appointed. The deelsion maker or project manager 

chooses starting-points. Uncertainties are the perhaps nol selected issues. 

Step 2: Executlnq a risk anaiysis and administrative measures 

Alter determining the praeurement framewerk a risk analysis is 

executed. The working hypothesis functions as starting point. Besides, 

an overview of administrative measures is a part of the risk analysis. 
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Step 3 & 4: Dolng further research and making deelsion 

Step 3: Further research on the precondltlons, starting-points and 

uncertainties of the preeurement framework and the risks in the analysis 

can lead to more insight. 

Step 4: The project manager deliberates the posslbllity of exceeding the project I i mits, which are stipuialed 

In the project, preconditions and starting-points. Furthermore, the project manager analyses the risks and 

delermines whether the risks are acceptable lor the elient 

Yes, satisfies! ::::. The likelihoed to exceed the project limils is smal!. Subsequently, 

the preeurement plan can be drafted and approved by lhe deelsion maker. 

No, doesn't satisfyl => The likelihood to exceed the limits is too large. A solution must 

be found i.e. adjustment of the working hypothesis. 

Step 5: AdjusJjng lhe workina hypothesis 

In practica it shall be necessary to execute step 5 many times, because 

adaptations are wished. Possible adaptations are further detailing the 

programme of requirements, taking back risks, splitting contracts in 

subcontracts or taking specific measures. This can and wllllead to another project scope or 'insourcing'. 

Step 6: Systematislng of the change In the risk profile 

~ Because of those adaptations the risk analysis must also be adjusted 

especially with regard to the time, money and quality aspects. Then, 

again it has to be verifled whether the adapted risk profile leads to an 

acceptable chance of exceeding the project requirements. 

8tep 7: DraHing the preeurement plan 

In step 7 the preeurement plan is drafted and submilled to the deelsion 

maker lor approval. In this case it concems the preeurement and 

contracting of a work In one contract. The essence is a total contract 

lncludlng design, bulld, flnance, operale, own and maintenance (DBFOOM). 
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Appendix 3.2 Interviews on design risks 
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Appendix 3.3a DRM - Definition and Scheme Design 
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Appendix 3.3c DRM - Final Design 
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Appendix 3.3d DRM -Tender documentation and drawings 
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Appendix 4.1 
Prlnclpal: 

Cllent: 

Issue Log: 

Pooled dependence: 

Project plan: 

Quality: 

Quallty Assurance: 

Definitions 
Opdrachtgever. 

Klant. 

Aandachtpuntenlijst 

Parallelle afhankelijkheid. 

Westraven 

Projectplan is een beslisdocument met betrekking tot een VO-, DO-, 

Besteks- of Aanbestedingsfase van een project. 

Kwaliteit is de mate waarin aan de eisen van de klant wordt 

voldaan. 

Kwaliteitsborging is het geheel van alle geplande en systematische 

acties nodig om in voldoende mate het vertrouwen te geven (aan de 

klant) dat een product of dienst voldoet aan de gestelde 

kwaliteitseisen. 

Quallty Management Kwaliteitsbeheersysteem bestaande uit operationele technieken en 

System: activiteiten die worden toegepast om te bewerkstelligen dat aan de 

kwaliteitseisen wordt voldaan. Het betreft operationele technieken 

en activiteiten gericht op zowel de bewaking van een proces als op 

het wegwerken van de oorzaken van tekortkomingen in alle fasen 

van het voortbrengingsproces. 

Quallty Manual: Kwaliteitshandboek is document waar het kwaliteitssysteem van de 

organisatie wordt beschreven. 

Quallty Management: Kwaliteitsmanagement is alles wat wordt gedaan om ervoor te 

zorgen dat de project-en programmamanagement en de producten 

ervan aan de eisen van de klant voldoen. 

Quallty Log: 

Quallty Plan: 

Quallty Review: 

Quallty System: 

Reelprocal 

dependence: 

Sequentia! 

dependance: 

Stage Plan: 

Stage Quallty Plan: 

Kwaliteitslogboek. 

Kwaliteitsplan. 

Kwaliteitsbeoordeling . 

Kwaliteitssysteem is een systematische aanpak van 

kwaliteitsmanagement. 

Wederkerige afhankelijkheid. 

Serieafhankelijkheid. 

Fasepian. 

Kwaliteitsfaseplan. 
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Appendix 4.2 Product Descriptions 

Product Description 
I 
I 

Number: 

Purpose: 

Product level: Area I Bullding I Floor I Work Place 

Construction: 

Resources: 

Form and 

appearance: 

Responsible 

realisation: 

Quality criteria: 

Responsible 

review: 
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Issue Log 
' Number: 

Review number: 

Issue type: Functional I Technical I Spatlal 1 Organisational 1 Process 

Submltled by: 

Date: 

Short 

description: 

Status: 
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Appendix 4.3 Project Issue 

Project Issue 

Number: 

Review number: 

Issue type: Functlonal 1 Technica I I Spatial 1 Organlsatlonal 1 Process 

Submltted by: 

Date: 

Prlorlty: VeryHigh I High I Medium I Low 

Product level: Area I Building I Floor I Work Place 

Descrlptlon: 

Analyses: 

Consequences: 

Measures: Who: 

Wh at: 

Where: 

When: 

Decislon: 

Motlvatlon: 

Date of declslon: 

Name: Authorisation: 

Signature: 
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Appendix 4.4 Quality log 

Quality Log 

Number: 

Product: 

Product level: Area I Building I Floor I Work Place 

Quality control: Type: 

Responsible: 

Planned 

date: 

Actual date: 

Results: 

Actions: 

Planned date 

definitive version 

ready: 

Actual date 

definitive version 

ready: 
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Appendix 5.1 List of recommendations 

x x 
man"!leli~et .. rmilne the interdependencles 

x x x 
reclarct lflllwtlat is final informatlon and what 
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a. Execute eerreelive me ~res: see 22 
x x x x x 

b. Report on maln points attention 
x x x x 

c. Steering commitee int1 orence 
x x x x 

'·il!iW'• .%. 
a. Accepting the working ckage and conditlens 

x x x x 
b. Update the project logl >k 

x x x x x 
c. Update the quality log k 

x x x x x x 
-. 

a. Updatec stage plan: s b 
x x x x x 

b. Updatec projectplan 
x x x x 

c. Updated Business pla 
x x x x x 

' ·• ""'"'"." "* . 
a. Product decompostion ructure 

x x x x 
b. Productdescriptions 

x x x x x 
c. Product flowcharts 

x x x 
d. Points of Iudgement li x x 

x x x x x 
e. Netwerk planninQ and e scheculingen 

x x x x x x 

a. Management archive 
x x x x x x 

b. Quality archive 
x x x x x x 

c. Specialists archive 
x x x x x 

' 

a. Adjust program and s fication 
x x x x x x x x 

b. Adjust design structur 
x x x x x 

c. Adjust plan structure 
x x x x x 

d. Adjust organizalionstn re and worklnQ metho 
x x x x x 

e. Develop alternatives 
x x x x x 

f. Study and gaining extr formation 
x x x x 

Q. T esting, prototypinQ, Q 

x x x x x x 
h. Boarding out project by designteam 

x x x x x 
I. Construct stop optie the proces 

x x x x x x 
j. Design back-up sys d recundancy-syste 

x x x x x x x x 
k. Hl re additional expe x x x x 

x x x x 
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Appendix 6.1 Criteria list for innovative products 

>.: '',;,:·:·>·.····· >1 
I Product"'""' 

I Bficiency of product 

• of product 

I Aexibility of product 

IUser 

~ofinno11~ 
I Es sentlal data available 

IBfortfor i 1 (time, energy) 

IAvailabilily rrateriais (resource depletion) 

A vailabil~y lknowledge 

, reuse 

lnffuence on rest áesign (system) 

Inlegration ' OL elen·~mts or 

01anges of design necessary 

Ufe cycle produel vs r~e cycle building 

Ehergy use of building 

C02 erriss ion of building 

Comp/exity r>l' lio~finn 

Building methode 

k'lslallation methode 

I methode 

1 of involved parties (rrain builder, arcMect, design tea"1) 

Helping means 

~of product 

'of supplyer 

Quality 

Valuelor user (user lrlendly) 

Social aspects lor 

I aspects lor 

OJiture of i 1 (waarden en normen) 

A'ocess of 

A'actical value 

•~n•~•• '"' value 

Aesthetic (meaning lor concept) 

OJitural value 

Futurevalue 

Arrllition of elient 

---· ·:tAAk ,·· 

~litical s~uation · , province, state) 

A'ocedure to get building permit 

A'ocedure to get ether pertrits pertalning to public law 

JII.Jrriber of necessary perrrits 

Normlor I shape (welstand) 

Norm; lor '""'" 1 methods 
Subsidies lor product 
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IGUI ' ~~~'"'"'''""""" ' tS;;~ l +"'lffl<@io/1~ 

LaiiCS and rul es /o gel building r;er;;;;l 
~safety 

lsolation (sound. w arrrth) 

~a conditions (ARBO) 

Other permits 

~nofperrrits 
Other laiiCS and ru/es 

Buildino -p,eparation 

Building reatisation 

. maulatlons 

I &Jropean regutations for oubfic~s 
Leoal asoects of product 

[Contract 

[Uabitity 

~ 
Olances tor claims (user, builder, -'-"" , olhers) 

~·· .},jee•: ;?'J'\~ "'5%. \7 :J~'ïilltl'ili;li i :··~···"'\,. Ie<. ~ 
Production of oroduct 

[R&Dcosts 

[fnergy costs 

I Material costs 

lArmunt of material 

rtnffuence on bullding project 

[A-of~ 
~ o<olect I elient 

I hvestrrenl costs (prijs) 

~o<olect 
[lirre o<essure project 

ITestina costs and Iima ('-loek uol 

[More specialist hours tor desion 

I More w orking hours tor realisation 

I Econorrical s~uation supplier 

[Subsidies 

[Taxes 

I Long term vision 

~costs 
• costs 

~ araurrents 

[Revenue 

~back periode product 

1of prodcut 

I Resting user value after date of enquiry 

I hdirect prof~ (fike usar's ~ 

I Costs to train 

I General economical situaUon 
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I~ 
I Buildino process model 

I hf luence on i 

~ parties (R&D, suppliers, soeclal~ 
I ~.mi>er of lnvolved disciplines 

I Trust between parties, werking sphere 

IAvailable 

~ 
hf er malion 
~- . ·"-
~Cdelivervdates) 

1 of supplier 

I ProJect planning 

I OJrrent phase of projecl 

~ on""DrOiect plannina 

1 necessary (R&D, tests) 

lllmefor Research and • tesis 

~ 
I hfluence on A-oiectplan 

I hfluence on project procedure 

I hfluence on program of 

fhtk,ence on~ definition 

I hfluence on on~ •n;,.ot"-~ plan 

I hf luence on quality plan 

~ o~ procedure 

I Sector 

~ seclor (ani>~lon and MnN >"Onoo\ 

I Corrmercial arauments of elient 

I O.Jiture (media, ldealism) 

IMlic" 
I oolicv 

I Experlence w ith new technology 

I New know ledae 

I A.Jblic value in lulure 

~ 
I oireet 
1~. """ 

~on "" "~inn onnot ... otinno 

1 W ith o ""n»Mjnn 

I Allitude "' "'"' •n~,n~ tew ards project and innovation 

i 1 procedure 

1~. ~'-

~location (transport) 
r:;::: 

• " 0 ' necessarv (ship or road) 

1 rrilieu measures 

IQ.Jality of ground (stability, carrying capac~y) 
rs;ilon~ 
~ cond~ions (freezing, storm) 
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Appendix 7.1 Evaluations 

Selecting/design evaluation 

POE 

Finetuning evaluation ---

Focus study 

Perioctic checklaudit 

Refit evaluation 

POF/finetune eveluation ---

Perioctic check/audit 

Source: Kernohan (1992), p. 46 

Life of a facility 

in ception 
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Appendix 7.2 Support Matrix 

i!! -~ 
~ j i "' CT u 

'i 1 needed trom elient ~ 
I+ I data fi>i:~: .. : ,;w; 

·of totall ~ ~ 
board membars x 
heads of x 
project managers x 

x 
Q eneral office x 
secretary x 
other x 

Full Time Units• ;:o,.,;X 
1 of presence• ;e x · 

Absence• ~4-!L x 
~nover ~ x 

I+ ,,,,,)( x x 
Market situation• ii<·":i(,··:· 
Work ~ x 
Wav of archivino• {:;·'·'" x 
=r..no ">ni'V Of ViSiiS' x .iW.")l'i .. «: x 
Team working• 

.r~ c 
I+ I Culture• x x x 

ldentity of """:. x 
1 culture• x 

Wav of workino• x 
Support lor chanQ e• 

I+ Current facilities• f~;,')( .'~ 
Use of current facilities• ~~ x x 
Problems in current housino· x x ~ x 
Important aspect in work 

.rr 
IWith 1 services· 

I+ ~ wishes 
Privacy x 
Comfort x 

x 
I+ x 

lnformal meeting' ['®t'û't .;:t x x x 
~4 x x 

I+ IHousino ambition x x -' I 

• Items trom appendix 5 of Liebergen (1999) 
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